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Things were different when we came back to school last fall. The Campus has changed: the old ‘‘Supply’’ was gone and the two new buildings had been completed, there were a lot of new faces among the faculty and the freshmen embarked upon the new Ursinus Plan. But the thing that really made it different was that the Class of 1967 had become Seniors. Somehow we had gotten through three years at Ursinus without things really getting to us. Suddenly it seemed we were faced with the necessity of doing something concrete about the future, for tomorrow was almost here. Soon we would have to be adults all the time and not just when we wanted. This year became a kind of race to live today, to experience, before we had to face the REAL WORLD. This year it was important just to BE. Even the little things became important because this would be the last time we would have to worry about a date for Homecoming or complain about two hourlies on the same day or be part of the college generation. Even the most cynical of us could not help feeling a little nostalgia because we were appreciating things for the first and last times. 1966-1967 was really kind of a Be-ing year for us, and we were running all year just to be part of it.
It's been a good year as years go. A golden autumn that lingered until the first snow a week before Christmas spoiled us. One would think after four years here we'd be used to the distractions of the seasons, but we're not. It was much more appealing to build a snow sculpture of Venus in front of the Library than to study inside. On the other hand the really rotten, soggy, grey days of winter are no help either. We just couldn't help feeling sorry for ourselves knowing that somewhere OUT THERE a sunny beach was waiting. Finally after a cold May we got a few days of Spring at Ursinus accompanied by the sounds of the Supremes coming from a second story Derr window, the sudden urge to hike to Walebe's for a rum-raisin cone or taking that last cut in Pol. Sci. just to lie in the sun.
One of the nicest things about Ursinus is Ursinus People. Like it or not after four years we've begun to feel like Ursinus People. For the most part we're a normal middle class, middle-of-the-road group of students. We are not intellectuals, yet each for his own reasons is dedicated to intellectual pursuits. Ours is a friendly campus and we enjoy a good time. Also . . . at Ursinus "boys look like boys and girls look like girls."
Professors are funny. They do take up a lot of time. For either we are in class taking notes or studying the notes or worrying when we are not doing either. We respect them very much for their academic achievements, yet our warm personal relationships with the faculty is the main reason most of us chose to come to a small liberal arts college like Ursinus. We enjoy being able to have a discussion on birth control over a cup of coffee in the Supply or being able to go to a professor’s home for a evening of Whitehead or communism or a sorority party. Where else could you joke about a certain professor’s preference for bow ties? We like this sort of thing.
One problem we all have is to find a quiet place to study. Library squint after long hours in the stacks is popular during exams. The drug used to have tables where we could go during a lull in business, but the tables were replaced by rows of greeting cards. Reception rooms are fine except after meals and before 10:30 P.M. How 'bout the basement of the girl's dorms? Great! Until a washing machine overflows and wipes out your notes that were on the floor, or someone turns on the T.V. or stereo or decides to play shuffleboard. Sometimes we try to kill two birds with one stone—during the Spring term we soak up the sun, getting tan while studying. This works fine until the sun goes down. Then there's the supply. If you hold your hands over your ears you might only hear a few strains of rock 'n' roll music. If you close your eyes you won't see the foursomes playing bridge or talking. If you close your mouth you won't be tempted to eat, taking time away from your books. For a last resort there is always your room. With your doors and windows closed no sounds permeate from the outside or from the hall. Good lighting pours from your desk lamp. Quiet surrounds you. No one disturbs you. You are in your own private study world. At last you have found a place to study quietly. Soon you are asleep.
Not all the learning goes on in the classroom. Sometimes we learn more in those quiet moments of conversation with another person. It is in the dorm bull sessions or the walks around campus that we learned what makes another person tick.

Then there is that special kind of couple. It holds hands, shares dreams, laughs together, looks at the world, cries at disappointments and failures. It does not necessarily mean love, but sharing a quiet moment with a person who is willing to listen to the quiet with you. Sometimes they help each other with school work or unironed shirts. A couple means sharing.
There is the active side of life at Ursinus, too. It is those special days like IF and Campus Chest that are BIG DAYS for everyone. It is having fun, dancing the frug until you are ready to drop, dropping everything because someone wants a fourth for bridge, playing the game with enthusiasm and vigor, or laughing over a joke. This side of life means just plain enjoying and this year this was especially important to us in our here-today gone-tomorrow kind of world.
Within this institution there is an institution known, for lack of a better term as The Supply. Completed only last summer, the Supply Store has quickly become the center of student activity and after only a short time the mores for accepted behavior in the Supply had grown up. As the source of textbooks, history maps, hamburgers, and coffee you can find companionship in the Supply at almost any hour of the day or night willing to help you procrastinate by practicing the fine art of the significant conversation.
Homecoming Queen Mary Griffiths and Buzz Cuthbert, president of Delta Pi.

- HOMECOMING

Donna Albright  
Marilyn Diecks  
Kathleen Harkins  
Queen Mary Griffiths  
Gaynelle Schoppe  
Barbara Grimm

- Alpha Phi Epsilon
- Beta Sigma Lambda
- Delta Mu Sigma
- Delta Pi Sigma
- Sigma Rho Lambda
- Zeta Chi
Don Kamela receives the Kenneth E. Walker Memorial trophy for the outstanding player in the game.
CHRISTMAS
Ron Hirokawa, king of the Lorelei
SENIOR PROM
CAMPUS CHEST COMMITTEE

CAMPUS CHEST
Campus Chest Co-chairmen, G. Freeland and S. DiGioia.
SPRING FESTIVAL

Spring Festival Queen Barbara Grimm
I-F WEEKEND

... The wettest yet
in more ways than one!
It is a funny thing that one can easily identify a fraternity man at Ursinus. Either he is the well dressed gentleman (which is seldom) or he is dressed in faded sweatshirt, faded jeans, loafers without socks and is unbelievably gross. The sorority girl on the other hand can be recognized even at 50 paces by her neat appearance, her sorority blazer which she wears as long as the weather will allow, and the way she smiles at the freshmen class women.

The fraternities and sororities and in particular the Interfraternity and Intersorority Councils are, however, responsible for most of the social life on campus and provided the setting for many of the lasting friendships formed at Ursinus. The fraternities and sororities are all local and are not permitted houses or suites, (much to the dismay of many students), so that the members are free to have associations outside their group.

The fraternities hold innumerable dated parties and mixers with the sororities. The I-F Council sponsors the Homecoming, Winter Weekend and Spring I-F activities. The I-S Council concerns itself with regulating (at least to some extent) Sorority Rushing.
Another great year . . . a really Greek year with Homer as our leader . . . Homecoming at Campbell’s Oasis—scattered throughout . . . the beautiful and charming Miss Donna Albright reigns as Homecoming Queen—we go “ape” over Donna . . . mixers and dateds at Gary’s, Bob’s and Dave’s . . . the great “Barn Mixer Flop Caper” on Grange Avenue . . . backed to the old kind of stag—the only kind . . . Was he or was she? . . . rebellious pledge class, sore also . . . Spring Dinner Dance at Alden Park Inn . . . this year the Apes climbed higher.
Leadership, friendship, and service

Lambda Upsilon’s 11th great year
active year... Bingo with
Johnson Home for the Aged... working along with sisters of Alpha Sigma Nu sorority at Pennhurst State School and Hospital... Y’s and Camp Yomehas receives the benefits of APO’s pledges... aided with Campus Chest in traditional Ugly Man Contest and dunking booth at the Carnival... two stags and many mixers at which our gentlemanly (?) qualities appear... both semesters ended with the traditional Spring and Fall Dinner Dances held this year at the Peacock Inn.

The sorority’s 37th birthday marks the beginning of another great year... 8 new Sig Nu pledges with bells ringing for Pat and NuNu... Bonnie McColm as honorary sister... The Parent's Day and Homecoming luncheons pursuing our favorite pastime—eating... Milo's and Christmas banquet in a snowstorm... Santa McColm with wife Muff presented gifts... said “goodbye” to January graduate, Janet Paul... Sig Nu welcomed 3 new pledges... weekly trips to Pennhurst with APO for service project... odors of onions, oil and mess—Sig Nu hoagies... Spring cleaning and ironing for Campus Chest work week... Cleaning tools traded for ice cream dippers at Campus Chest carnival... Milo's for the annual dinner dance... success of dinner dance highlighted by announcement of next year's officers... a last fling at Shore Weekend... a final farewell to the seniors... “memories ever lingering, Alpha Sigma Nu.”
Homecoming at Brookside with our lovely queen, Marilyn Diecks... Good year for pinnings, keg parties, and auto crashes... Back-in-business Open in no man's land... Harvested five pumpkins in the fall and six peaches and a prune in the spring... more than doubled our number... Mirthing at the Bridge, Banker's and Bull 'n Barrel... Weldon House for the kiddies... Triumphant return to Roc's... Stag sheet to end all stag sheets... Had our M.D. degrees conferred by the dean, two suffer withdrawal symptoms... Walked out from Song Fest with top honor... Year of the Greek Cleanings... Paraplegic basketball team... Hey Raunchy!... Banner year at Leber... Barn parties at Zvarick's that lasted far into the night... After such a lark this year, should be a whale of a time next year...
Beans swell to 34 brothers... largest in years... more parties than ever at more places than ever... mixers with O'Chi, Tau Sig, Sig Nu and Phi Psi... stags and dateds... parties in Wilkinson... Kathy Harkins reigns over carded Homecoming at Bungalow Inn... year 'round rushing produces five fall and four spring pledges—spring stag at Old Village... President Hagy brings brief and orderly meetings to the 'Mas and V-P. McCoy responds with W. M. logic... who invited Giermann back?... mixer and Perk parties with ZX—believe it or not... great year closes with Dinner-dance at Phoenixville Country Club.

Summer frat house previewed the wet and wild year to come... 1966 Homecoming queen—Delta Pi's lovely Mary Griffiths... Mixers with all sororities plus student nurses as brothers contribute pads... Orphan's Party at Pennhurst with KDK—Malonoski as Santa... first "basket of cheer" Christmas raffle... New Year's Eve party—Lizard is finally a winner... needed a greenhouse to save money on roses for pinnings and engagements... Rushing stags at the Old Landmark; two great pledge classes brings in 12 new brothers... Malonoski and Savage shape up their pledges... "Outstanding Pledge Award" to Charles Yerger and Steve Sullivan... songfest—a concerted effort; but Yellow Submarine!... Ugly man Wolfinger... Dinner Dance at the Valley Forge Hotel, a magnificent climax to a great year... the iron rule of Buzz crumbled as time took its toll... the Deltans return to the beginning of the cycle for another potentially great year!
Phyllis and "the year of the owl"... The Girl from O. M. E. G. A. greets 18 great pledges... Suddenly we're outnumbered... Exercises with Carolyn every morning... Pledge trips to Lehigh, Lafayette, Muhlenberg, Penn State and Princeton to tell them who-o-o we are... memories recalled at Homecoming Smorgasbord... Diogenes... Mixers with all fraternities... Christmas party with Beta Sig and St. Gabe's... Pollyannas, then caroling at Lewis'... Second semester brings 4 more sisters and farewell to Virginia Wolf... Ursinus' first intercollegiate Fraternity Sorority Mixer with Sigma Nu—"Lafayette, we are here!"... Songfest, ascots, and "Cast your Fate"... Sparkle parties... Apple taffy, and Old Christian Society... Campus Chest—sticky floors and cold hands... The Barbershop Quartet times eight... Come to the Cabaret... Dinner Dance at Valley Forge Hotel... O.C. for sun and fun... Farewell to ten seniors at breakfast... "Proud sisters all are we"


Eleven roaring pledges hooked on "PALSD"...
... "Vote for Phi Psi Homecoming Queens"...
... "Dishwashers Welcome Phi Psi pledges"...
... Homecoming "Sing, Sister, Sing" at the Perk...
... Autumn Par "leaves" Stauffer 162...
... apple-bobbing with Tau Sig...
... Sister Pam... Christmas with Zeta Chi at Rivercrest...
... Secret Pals at Martha's...
... belated bags for Christmas from the pledges...
... Belgian carrots to the strains of the Rise and Fall at Winter Formal...
... Mama Leone's marvelous lasagne...
... the Composite Award...
... sisters rewelcome Seniors plus one...
... pizza at Pancoast's featuring Senior side show...
... Lullaby of Birdland "whisper sweet"...
... secret silk sale all year...
... the birthday beauty of M. M...
... bakes, pins, candles, water, ice...
... repeat Perk trip...
... Campus Chest Shoeshine Brigade...
... Campout Chorus: "Why were we born so beautiful?"
... under the stars at Stokesay...
... Phi Psi's 919 Central, O.C...
... Seniors hint: no hearty handouts...
... "Pals, Pals, Pals, we will always be..."
A fine year for the Rho with Leup as our leader... Homecoming at the General Washington Country Club with lovely Gaynell Schoppe reigning as our Queen... The week before Thanksgiving with six consecutive parties... mixers with Phi Psi, O'Chi, Tau Sig, KD, and Sig Nu... Abe Kaylor with his coffin at the Song Fest... Stag at the Red Fox Inn... Fourteen good men joined the ranks... Our Scholarship Fund now nearing $5,000.00... A good summer with shore reunion in Ocean City... The college will never forget our notorious house in Schwenksville, and neither will we... We hope someday every fraternity will have a house... 38 years on campus.
Marilyn’s group... Onward Tau Sig with a select sixteen... Beta Sig’s Marigold and Delta Pi’s Griff—our second queen... Demas, reading tots and Santa... Tau Sig Christmas spirit at Hartman’s with Kahuna Claus... every month another “S”... Mama Leone theater-goers invaded New York... “I’m over 18”... “everyone goes to the Lorelei”... Song fest, “Today” we were best, thanks Rabbit... bargains, not rummage... beds and pine cones for Campus Chest... no wet blankets at Dinner Dance... Gamma’s grime gang washed your wheels... banner hung proudly at U. C’s I. F... Green and white thumbth thill Thpring Fethitival thingth... Tau Sig artists paint the rock... Senior, return and visit to our Beardwood II suite—“we went Tau Sig way because of you!”

'The "Double Standard" finally defied on the Ursinus campus as leaders of both sexes diligently dredged out a constitution of unity. Going into practice next year, merged Ursinus Student Government Association expected to give effective voice to students.'

Functioning as segregated bodies this year the Student Governments did a smash-up job of carrying on the same old, inert, traditional Ursinus festivities. BUT they also claimed their own "name to fame" in several exciting innovations.

Not since the days of Sherlock Holmes has such a horrendous case been broken with such skill and deftness as was done by the MSGA this year. Their breaking-up of the "Den Dynasty" will be applauded for years to come as THE great and meritorious service to the Ursinus College Community.

Not to be outdone, the WSGA went on to bigger and better things in the crucial controversy around curfews. Showing great courage in asking, some Ursinus women may now stay out until the wee hour of two o'clock.

Our thanks to the Student Governments for a job well done!
FRESHMEN ORIENTATION COMMITTEE


Thomas Dean, president of MSGA

Diana Van Dam, president of WSGA
If an assault on student apathy was the goal of this year's "Y" cabinet, it succeeded far beyond its wildest dreams. For this year the "Y," headed by John Swope and Barbara Gay strongly committed itself to the intellectual aspects of campus life by sponsoring nationally known controversial speakers. Sheriff James G. Clark from Selma, Alabama attracted over 600 people to Wismer Hall (and some from Arkansas, too!) The "Y" also initiated the attempts to bring Madalyn Murray O'Hair to the campus which resulted in her newsworthy address at Oaks Fire Hall. These headline events were supplemented by bi-weekly discussions on provocative films shown by Rev. Gilbert Horn.

The Y also was involved with community service at St. Gabriel's Hall, and on campus sponsored the highly successful Freshmen Camp and also a reception and square dance.
WEEKLY

FOCUS
Big changes came this year as the **Ursinus Weekly** assumed the role of a twice monthly (and sometimes less frequent) publication. Format changed to six larger pages under the pressure of finance. Many believed that quality was sacrificed as a result, and interest declined. The **Weekly** served as the official "mouthpiece" of college opinion, news, sports, and Fraternity-Sorority existence. However with the appointment of a new staff in April, a definite shift was noted as more liberal opinions were expressed on controversial issues. Control still remained in the hands of a devoted few and improvement is unavoidable.

**The Lantern** is Ursinus' literary publication. Suffering this year from lack of support and material, interest wavered. But the issues were a substantial indication of the discerning and sensitive students among us. An appeal was made again for some writing and it was found that creativity was indeed ALIVE. Style is contemporary but each piece hints of originality with evident sincerity.

Ursinus finally plagues the airwaves with its own station—**WRUC AM-FM**. The brainchild of a half-dozen adventurers last spring, **WRUC** has provided a new and integral facet of college life by catering to the musical fancies of the student population. An added feature was the scheduling and airing of the more important sporting events of the year. With Headquarters in Derr Hall, **WRUC**’s staff also ran a repair service. The immediate problem—geniuses to replace those who will graduate.

In its second year **Focus**, too, suffers from student apathy. **Focus** provides an outlet for the dissemination of political opinion and comment. Its goal is monthly publication with a standard magazine format but it is hampered by financial problems. Topics range from the locally pertinent items to those of international importance.

Long range plans may include the merger of this publication with the others to provide a diverse and culturally active base of academic stimulation.
CURTAIN CLUB

Row 1: J. Windle, J. Biore, J. Stahl, J. Mills, S. Spohn
The Curtain Club’s welcome to the class of 1970 may have been its traditional one: a one act play, *Aria Da Capo*, but this year a tradition died. The 1967-68 Ursinus playbill was like nothing the campus had seen before and was only a hint of what it would see in the future. “Holy Mel” Ehrlich can be justly proud of the Club’s first season under his advisorship. The first production, Arthur Miller’s *The Crucible*, left all critics both surprised and pleased at the cast’s interpretation of a difficult play. In the spirit of changing theatre, the winter production *Look Back In Anger* was hailed as “one of the best acting jobs ever seen on this campus.” In May the touch was lighter as a cast of thirty-five scored a triumph with *The Skin of Our Teeth* by Thornton Wilder, concluding a most successful season.

Minor production met with equal success. These included Dylan Thomas’s *A Child’s Christmas in Wales*, a high point in the chapel programs of the fall semester. In the spring Curtain Club made its first contribution to Campus Chest with Edward Albee’s *Zoo Story* and *The Sandbox*. In February the Pumpernickel Players returned to render a beautiful reading of Dylan Thomas’ *Under Milk Wood*.

Other theatre related activities included the sale of tickets for performances at the Theatre of Living Arts.

The Delta Tau chapter of Alpha Psi Omega, the national honorary collegiate drama fraternity chooses its pledges from those members of Curtain Club who have been an asset to the organization both under the lights and back stage, exemplifying the spirit of “the show must go on!”

■ BAND and MAJORETTES


■ PI NU EPSILON
Despite the efforts of the symphonic orchestra from F & M to mock our band before the football fans, Ursinus' dedicated musicians make up with excellent sound and color what they lack in numbers. Last fall the addition of the majorettes' floor show added a new dimension to our reaction to the band's half-time performance.

A member of the Color Guard is a U.C. lady complete with white gloves, a mini-skirt, and very cold knees. She is also patriotic, strong and packs a mean rifle.

Have you noticed how hard it is to turn off a Meistersinger tourist once he starts talking about hysterical high points of his travels? Could it be that Do-re-mi is fun as well as hard work?

One of the few national honorary organizations on the U.C. campus, Pi Nu Epsilon maintains the dual role of performing various musical functions such as the organization of Song Fest, and being relatively unsung.
Once a month in the Skinner Box of S12, various speakers try to convince U. C.'s psych majors that they may be able to find jobs after graduation. Films, field trips, and Dr. Fletcher complete this specialized picture. The outstanding psychology majors are honored by elections to Psi Chi, the national honorary fraternity.

The transcendental functions of the U. C. Math Club form an integral part of the college's differentiated society. But no treasury means no picnic, so instead it was up to probability games to provide the fun.

Making a good impression on professors while hearing about the current medical world, are both possible at Brownback-Anders meetings. Someday when these doctors overcharge you, you'll know they got their start here.

Led by Miss Schultz through a year of programs by specialized guest speakers and of demonstrations, the Beardwood Chemical Society culminated its activities with an annual barbeque at Staiger's, even though Pfahler is where they do most of their cooking.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB

BEARDWOOD CHEMICAL SOCIETY
Whitians is the honorary women's scholastic society. Membership is determined by scholastic achievement and extracurricular activities. Representing the female intellectual contingent around the campus. The Whitians honor women who have attained high averages the preceding semester with smart teas complete with musical entertainments.

The Cub and Key is the male counterpart of the Whitians and asserts male hyper-intellectuality at Ursinus. Members of the Cub and Key are chosen from Junior men who have attained high averages and are active in extra curricular activities. It's interesting that Cub and Key members never date Whitians . . .

The Stuics is an honorary society of Junior and Senior men who are trying to promote student-faculty relations by means of luncheon engagements. They derive their name from the "Society to Transform Ursinus Into a College."

Perhaps, considering this as their purpose, they should be called the Stoics.

This was the big year for the College Bowl Team. After years of practice and waiting, Ursinus was scheduled for an appearance on G. E.'s College Bowl Show on April 30. Mr. Davis, the team's coach, drilled the team into preparedness for the big match, and the entire student body journeyed to N. Y. or watched on television. Even though the team did not win, Ursinus received a great deal of coast-to-coast publicity.

- CUB AND KEY

- WHITIANS

**SPANISH CLUB**


**ENGLISH CLUB**


**GERMAN CLUB**

The practical students on campus belong to the Pennsylvania State Education Association. For students who plan to teach the P.S.E.A. affords an opportunity to ask questions, discuss problems, learn professional techniques . . . and earn brownie points.

The English, German, and Spanish Clubs provide an outside source for language majors to gain further insight into the culture of their "adopted homelands." An additional attraction for the English Club is Mrs. Yosts' famous brownies. Both German and Spanish Clubs highlighted the year's activities with their annual Christmas carolling. Under dynamic leadership the Spanish Club sponsored the sale of Unicef greeting cards and absorbed Spanish culture in New York.
The most exciting thing that happened to the Young Republicans this year was the landing of Governor Scranton in a helicopter to kick off the Shafer-Broderick campaign. The YR attended conventions in Harrisburg and at Princeton University and ended the year by jointly working with their arch-adversary, the Young Democrats in a bi-partisan campaign for State Constitutional Revision. While canvassing the mighty metropolis of Collegeville the Young Democrats unfortunately lost three members along the "river road." They accepted the defeat of Shapp graciously and began preparing for their next important task—the '68 Presidential campaign.

Extending the college political scene internationally was the International Relations Club. In the Fall the IRC attended a seminar on S. E. Asia in Washington where they heard Dean Rusk. New York and the National Model U. N. hosted the IRC in the Spring after the IRC survived the hazards of Dr. Howard’s driving and Bronson’s "Ever Presence."

The Debating Club enjoyed an active year matched against teams from N.Y.U., Dickinson, American and West Virginia. Despite Mr. Vannucci’s incessant stopping to read road signs and adventures in back street bars, the Club experienced a fruitful forensic year.
IRC

DEBATING TEAM
ECONOMICS CLUB


The Canterbury Club provides activities within the structure of the Church for Episcopalian students. The club meets twice monthly to hear speakers of interest to the students. Twice weekly transportation is provided to church services at the local parish.

The Christian Fellowship meets weekly at the home of Dr. Russell Sturgis for Bible study and discussions. This year they had several speakers and showed a film depicting the activities of Christian groups at Daytona Beach.

Pi Gamma Mu is the national honorary social science fraternity. Meeting the law of supply and demand Ursinus' Ec. majors get together to hear speakers from varied industries and to tentatively solve what world problems they can. The real question is the Club's financial policy—if its fringe benefits are found attractive, its membership suddenly may increase rapidly.

COLLEGEVILLE FIREMEN

CANTERBURY CLUB

PI GAMMA MU

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Outing Club sponsors outdoor activity not available on campus. Students plan the trips, carry out the arrangements, and share the enjoyment of the activities which are open to students and faculty. This year somewhat limited by capricious weather the club planned only five outings, a day trip to the shore, a spelunking expedition, a climb to the pinnacle, skiing, and camping at French Creek. Funny, that the members are always dirty after their good “clean” fun!

Like the Outing Club, The Agency seeks to fill the entertainment gap at Ursinus. This year it tried to discover just what it is the students will support. The first concerts a few years ago were in the folk idiom, but the craze passed and the remaining folkniks could not provide enough support.

Therefore this year the Agency presented other types of music which met with varying success: The Swingle Singers of Paris (“Who are they?”), Odetta, The Drifters at Winter Weekend, and Hy Lit at Spring I-F with assorted guest artists, among them Len Barry and DeeDee Sharp.

The Spirit Committee and Cheerleaders also had to contend with student apathy. It is significant that during football season there was only one Spirit Committee meeting. Perhaps the most remarkable thing about our peppy cheerleaders this year was that the Bear was a girl!
SPIRIT COMMITTEE & CHEERLEADERS


THE AGENCY
W.A.A.


VARSITY CLUB
The football team, captained by Rich Baker and Tony Motto, started the season with a tie against Muhlenberg and a victory over Johns Hopkins. Then the squad ran into the three toughest opponents on the schedule. First Wilkes downed the Bears. A fired-up Swarthmore team came to Ursinus’s Homecoming Day and handed us a setback. Alfred University completely outclassed the Bears in an away game. With those three losses behind them, the Team entertained Dickinson on Patterson Field and for three periods dominated the game. Leading 10-0 at the start of the fourth quarter, the Ursinus fans saw victory snatched from their grasp when Dickinson ran up a quick 13 points.
For the Ursinus hockey team victory is a tradition. This year the tradition again remained untarnished. Coached by Miss Snell the team ended its undefeated season with a tremendous win over West Chester. All eleven players placed on one of the All College teams. Brenda, Kim, Judy, Guesty, Janet, Joan, Macy, Nixon, and Gwen all journeyed to St. Louis to represent the Philadelphia area in the national tournament. Except for a few casualties and a shaky landing, Ursinus came back with a feather in its cap. Junior Joan Moser was chosen for the United States All-American Hockey Team, and freshman Kim Brown and senior Linda Nixon were selected for the U. S. Reserve Hockey Team.

The team wishes Joan “Auf Wiedersehen and gut Glück” in her travels to Germany and farewell to Brenda, Judy, Gale, Guesty, Ave, Else, Fran, Cindy, and Nixon.
J.V. HOCKEY
SOCCER

Sparked by Bill Megill and Buzz Cuthbert this year’s squad of Bear Booters, had high hopes of improving upon last year’s disappointing record. Coaching duties were again handled by Dr. Donald Baker, this year aided by Dr. Ferguson, who was an asset to the team. Before the season was more than half way complete it was evident that the 4-3 record gave the team its first opportunity for a winning season since 1954. Playing their last games for Ursinus were Seniors Bill Megill, Buzz Cuthbert, J. Fertig, and Robin Harshaw.
Anxious to improve upon last year's record which was one of the best at Ursinus in several years, the varsity basketballers began the season with one of the best games seen on this campus in a long time. The team then continued its winning ways, however its hopes for the MAC title were destroyed by Swarthmore. Winning three of their last four games gave them a second place finish in the Southern Division and an attempt against Drexel in the MAC playoff's. Although eliminated it was a season of which Ursinus could be proud. Bob Compton, not a regular started at the beginning of the season, led the MAC in scoring with a 22 point average.
J.V. BASKETBALL
WOMEN'S WINTER SPORTS

It is amazing that Ursinus can have a swimming team without a pool! Yet despite a combination of illness, lack of swimmers, and lack of practice the team managed to romp through their last three meets after losing their first three. The varsity was led by Linda Van Horn and Nancy Holland, while Harriet Metagar led the diving. Linda Nixon and Lindsey Kneas filled many of the gaps in the swimming events.

Headed by co-captains, Brenda "Problem Knee" Bedser and Diana "Apple Knees" vanDam, the varsity basketball team completed one of the most successful seasons in several years with a record of six wins and one loss. Despite only three returning varsity players, long practices and hard work shaped the team into a fearsome six. After a victory over East Stroudsburg by the unexpected score of 57-31 the team moved on to a season of hard fought victories, marked by the ability of the varsity to make a comeback in the second half.

The highlight of the season was a revenge victory over West Chester in the last minutes of the game.

This year the Badminton team was coached by Mrs. Sandra Famous, both a graduate of Ursinus and a former varsity player. With only two returning letter winners, the team was relatively inexperienced for intercollegiate competition. Throughout the season, however, the girls displayed the enthusiasm and spirit essential to a winning team which resulted in a 5-3 record.

VARSITY BASKETBALL
• BADMINTON


• SWIMMING

WRESTLING

Prospects for a bright wrestling season were greatly dimmed by injuries. Even before the season had begun captain Eric Ruoss dislocated a shoulder and consequently did not see action at all. Jim Hoffmaster took over the helm and he posted one of the better records. Also 123 pounder Steve Weiss and 152 pounder Mills Eure had winning records in their respective classes. However the wrestling picture for next year appears brighter with four freshmen and four sophomores on the squad who will bring plenty of experience to the team.
BASEBALL

Hopes for a successful season were sparked by the return of five lettermen including outfielder and captain Bill Henry and Vic Tacconelli, last year selected as an all-league player. The season began with the team winning an impressive three of its first four games, and there were hopes that the team might be a title contender. However, as the season wore on the combination of bad weather and bad defense combined to eliminate the Bears despite the fine pitching efforts of Dave Campbell and freshman Pete Shuman, who carried a heavy load all season.

The girls softball team posted a 3 and 2 season this year, beating Penn twice and splitting with West Chester, and losing to Trenton. The highlight of the season was, without a doubt, the second game with West Chester. In this game Ursinus tripped its traditional rivals in the bottom of the eighth inning by a score of 4-3. Miss Snell will be looking forward to the 1968 season for only senior Gale Fellenser will be leaving and the many remaining underclasswomen have gained valuable experience during this season.
This year’s track team made a remarkable and astonishing showing considering that it had to depend upon freshmen and was without the superstars which have marked U.C. track history. The team also received extra training as track became an all year sport when cross country was added as a new event in the fall.

The season began with five straight wins, and many marks falling during the course of these meets. However the team was routed by the PMC cadets.

Balance and spirit carried the team led by co-captains Rich Baker and Steve Crawford to a fourth place in the MAC although Ursinus was unable to win a single event.
GOLF
The observer on the scene predicted at the outset of the season that for the men's tennis team 1967 would be the year that should have been but never was. Yet the team saw steady improvement until the time of the MAC competition resulting in three wins and four losses. Several of the remaining matches were cancelled because of a wet spring. The standout of the team was senior captain Pete Wills, the perennial MAC star.
WOMEN’S TENNIS

Rainy days, flooded courts, strong winds, practice today? eating out, warm weather, twins and sisters, the trip to G-burg and the victory over Bryn Mawr are a few of the things the members of the women’s tennis team will remember.

The season began in a slow fashion with two very close defeats. However team enthusiasm and ripened potential helped to produce a winning record of five wins and three losses for this year’s varsity team. Jean Bonkoski, with a record of 7-1 held the best individual record on the team, while three freshmen, Joan Storer, Margie Allen and Mary McBath easily claimed positions on the team. Co-captains Elsa and Nixon and senior Jane Tillotson leave behind for the 1968 tennis team the hope for a successful season and . . . better weather.
LACROSSE
The strange tactics employed by the "grenade-throwing" defense as well as a 6-1 season were two of the Lacrosse team's "explosions" that shocked the U.C. campus. Led by defense wing Carol Guest and point Brenda Bedser, the team will have many memories of the 1967 season.

Hand-earned victories . . . 5 senior scoring defense . . . 3 freshmen floating line—East Stroudsburg Tall spirited girls . . . Pocono Tour . . . j.v. log 3-2-1 . . . soggy sneakers . . . Swarthmore Oscars . . . "seriously now" . . . Marge takes charge . . . senior tributes . . . weasel Gale vs. Penn All American . . . attacking Fran moves to third man . . . j.v. gains from captain Haines . . . a "mature" kneeless Brenda . . . fleet-footed Giggles Guesty.
FRESHMEN

Freshman year means a year of rebellion and learning and being new to everything all at once. It is a year when great importance is placed upon being cool and sophisticated, and the freshman's success is measured by how greatly he shocks his mother on Parents' Day. Freshman Camp is a pre-orientation orientation, and everyone is nervous and anxious to impress everyone else, despite his own feelings of inadequacy and incompetency.

This Freshman feeling is increased by the return of the upperclassmen and the C.C.C (Campus Cruelty Corps). Freshmen feel even more out of place in their newly purchased “in” fashions when they see the upperclassmen in their cut-offs and sweatshirts. Wearing signs and dinks and singing “Up in the Air Junior Birdsmen” does not help their situation.

Freshmen usually live in an offcampus dorm. They get to know its residents very well and take refuge in them for they know hardly anyone else. They spend hours together in discussions which somehow always lead from religion to sex. If they have not before, sometime during the year they take up smoking. The girls find themselves gaining weight, much as they hate the food, and smoking becomes a method of dieting for them.
FRESHMEN CLASS OFFICERS


Eventually the Freshman is faced with his first hourly and consequently his first all-nighter. With hours of history or CMP notes to read, he smokes, drinks coffee, or if he is really desperate, resorts to No-Doz. He may stay awake, but by morning, feeling like the morning after, he resolves never again to allow studying to go until the last minute.

Freshman year also means the first fraternity party and its quota of inebriated students. It means being away from home for the first time, going through the bewilderment of registration, of buying books, learning to live with a roommate, accepting responsibility for one's own work, writing a term paper, being forced to cheer for the football team, pledging a fraternity, and just watching the squirrels scurry across campus. For some of the Freshmen, this becomes their first experience with adulthood.

Freshman year is experiencing new feelings and practicing new ideas. It is a year of work and procrastination. Most of all it is a year of self discovery. When Freshman year ends, so does the last opportunity to be a child.
The world looks golden for Sophomores returning in the fall. They are determined to improve their grades, and the Dean’s List appears an easily attainable goal. Moreover they are going to be well rounded. Like the last of the great joiners, they participate in extra-curricular activities. This year, they are resolved, their social life is going to be glorious. Sophomores are rarely big shots, but they know their way around campus. Their professors know them by name, and no longer do they hesitate to argue a point after class. They receive added prestige by helping to orient the freshmen and serving as advisors.

The girls’ good intentions about studying are soon ruined by two weeks of mass hysteria known as fall rush. Never again will Sophomore women receive so much attention. With girls from the sorority in their room all day and most of the night it becomes impossible for them to keep up with their work.


E. Mihaly, R. Johnson, R. Basco, B. Jackson.
Finally after much soul-searching they pledge their favorite colors, amid songs and tears on Freeland steps. However they are not yet free to study for immediately pledging begins. For several weeks they cringe inwardly, but suffer the humiliation which the sorority asks.

Soon afterward the mid-term hourlies begin. All good intentions to study have evaporated. Sophomores find themselves totally unprepared and unorganized. A kind of fatalism results. Why bother to study, it is impossible to get a good grade anyway... The Sophomore Slump has begun. They fall into a great depression. Their grades suffer, but they can find little reason for studying. It is more appealing to waste an afternoon playing bridge in the Supply. They become terribly introspective, enjoy poems about death, and question the value of a college education. At the same time their social life declines. This leads inevitably to the universal Sophomore disease— I-want-to-transfer-itis.

Somehow Sophomores make it through the year and form plans for the next year. Dorm life is a satisfying experience, for room drawing allows friends to be neighbors. They enjoy their second Spring at Ursinus in a more mature way. Bridge and Hearts fill the spare moments, along with touch football and Perk parties.

Sophomore year is an awful year, which in January seems endless, but in June appears to have sped by. In some respects it is a year of satisfaction. At home they have broken the ties, and they enjoy their new adult status. Sophomore year is a time for self understanding and deciding what one wants to do with the future.
JUNIORS

Junior year begins with a feeling of confidence, and just plain being in the know, for Introduction to Ursinus I, II has been completed. Juniors know what they have to do, but even more important they know what they do not have to do. They know how to talk themselves out of overcuts in Chapel, how to pick their British Lit. professor by room number and pattern, how to study for just about anybody’s test, and how to get in or out of the Chairmanship of the Junior Prom. They know the system and whom to see to get around it.

Juniors are just there . . . waiting. No fuss is made over them anymore. They are expected to know the thou-shalt-nots of campus. No longer can they plead ignorance about on-campus regulations to Mrs. Pearson nor to Dean Whatley about having to register refrigerators. Juniors have made the big switch: Chapel is on Tuesday and Thursday now, but this still does not stop their complaints.


Juniors know that they are not going to transfer. As a result they have become resigned to the situation and are basically well adjusted to their Ursinus existence. Juniors usually are apathetic; they have only one more year and, as a result, are subject to the "why bother" attitude. Yet they still can get excited about the Lorelei and the fun of sorority and fraternity rush.

Usually Juniors have completed their required courses and have more advanced courses in their major. But the inspiration and determination to improve they may have felt at the beginning of the year evaporates as the work becomes more impossible than inspirational. Juniors expect their professors to know them by name, but along with their new prestige on campus, they have worries about their future. They listen to Senior plans concerning jobs, marriage, and The Draft, and sometimes wonder if after three years, they know anything at all. The end is in sight; they are over half way through. Junior year is a year with so much to learn—so little time—and grades forever in the way.

PERMANENT CLASS OFFICERS

Row 1: John Bauerle, loyalty fund chairman, Ronald Hirokawa, president.
Row 2: Barbara Grimm, Patricia Russell, reunion chairmen, Donna Albright, secretary.

SENIORS

Senior year begins with a feeling of climax. Finally after three years we have reached the giddy heights. Only we find that closer examination reveals that senior year is not all it is cracked up to be. We know we have learned something since freshman year, yet we have a hard time proving it to ourselves. We do not feel like what-the-seniors-acted-like when we were freshmen. There is a new urgency about things this year. This is the last time we will be together as a group and we want to enjoy things while we may.

However before we can get too nostalgic we get caught up in a hectic whirl. A portion of the class gets involved in student teaching. For three months they arise early, wear heels or ties daily and stumble to Wismer for breakfast while it is still dark. In return they receive the compensation of a semester of free chapel cuts and the knowledge that they can do SOMETHING next year.

After Christmas there is a sudden increase in the number of diamonds as a portion of the class makes its post-graduation plans, while those girls without start protesting how much graduate school or their career means to them. The boys start scanning career interview lists with one eye while apprehensively reading the news about Vietnam and The DRAFT with the other.
Seniors are in an enviable position academically. They take advanced courses in their major as well as courses they want to, either because of interest or because they seem to require little work. Some members also take Senior Symposium, an interdepartmental seminar, and they enjoy discussing many aspects of some contemporary issues with the faculty in a relaxed atmosphere. Others go through the months of research and several all-nighters of typing which give them honors at graduation. Almost before we know it the end of the year is upon us. This year it is harder than ever to get oneself organized to study for finals. Graduation Week is a haze of rushing around trying to get everything packed and saying good-by to everyone. When it is all over we go forward much as we were when we began Freshman year, eager for tomorrow yet slightly apprehensive about what it will bring.


WHO'S WHO

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

Row 1: Jeanne Reid, treasurer. Row 2: Lawrence Romane, vice president, John Bauerle, president, Donna Albright, secretary.
The 1966 Ruby was troubled by the upsetting discovery that it lacked a publisher. This year's book however has been plagued with the lack of one editor. However in our administratively disorganized fashion, we bumbled along and somehow things at least got done, if not on time.

As with all yearbook editors it has been our purpose to depict this year at our school. However we have tried to some extent to break from the usual manner in which this has been done in the past at Ursinus. It has been our goal to look at this past year as it was, as honestly as we could. It has not been our intent to offend any person, or any organization. However in order to portray this year as accurately as we could it was necessary to express opinions and attitudes which we feel reflect the majority opinion on campus. It is the editorial opinion that despite our eagerness to complete our education most U. C. students genuinely like Ursinus and value the associations made here among the faculty and students. However we do have a basis for some good natured gripes. In the 1967 Ruby we have tried to show both sides. Finally we wish to thank all the people who have aided in the production of this book in great and small ways; especially Rita and Bob who have worked very hard to keep us solvent; Mr. Carl Peterson of Wm. J. Keller Inc. and Mr. Robert Johnson of Merin Studios. Well, here it is. We hope it meets with your approval.

Carolyn J. Mattern
Harry J. Hughes

Robert Meier Business Manager
Harry Hughes Editor

Rita Houk Business Manager
Nancy Lyons Assistant

Thomas Mooers Advertising Manager
RICHARD JACOB WHATLEY  Physical Education

GWENDOLYN ANNE FAUST

PAULINE SUZANNE FEDOR

BARRY HOWARD FEIERMAN
CARL F. GEUTHER
CHARLES W. GORDINIER
JAMES ALLEN GOSPER
JAMES MICHAEL GRAVES
EDWARD THOMAS GRABERT  Religion
SUSAN IRENE HARTENSTINE
ELSA MARTHA HEIMERER
JUDITH ELIZABETH HEISS
ALLEN F. HELWIG
USANI HEMMAPLARDH

HENRY KENNEDY SHEARER  Economics
FREDERICK DONALD ZUCKER  Political Science

DAVID C. HENRY

WILLIAM HENRY III

WILLIAM A. HENRY

SANDRA THREAPLETON HERBST

RONALD HISAO HIROKAWA

PAUL EDWIN HOLL
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JEANNE BLAIR REID

LAWRENCE DONALD ROMANE

PATRICIA JANE RUSSELL

KAREN R. SCHAFER

EUGENE HERBERT MILLER  Political Science

DONALD GAY BAKER  Classics
CAROL L. SNYDER

BRENDA LEE SPRAGUE

CANDACE E. SPRECHER

ROBERT LEWIS LEIGHT (left) and HERMAN MARLUK WESSEL  Education
It is largely because of President Helfferich's vision that Ursinus has vigorously begun a plan of academic and physical advancements toward improving the quality of education at Ursinus. His interest in the students as individuals is evidenced by his traditional generous support of Campus Chest. Furthermore until finally outbid by Forum's Buy-the-Tie Fund he was the owner of perhaps the most expensive tie in the county. Hidden over in Zwingli Hall is the Vice-President, Dr. Wagner. However he knows all about us because of the publicity releases he sends out whenever we do something noteworthy. Wise and understanding, Dr. Wagner is a good man to know whenever the student needs a friend.

A good deal of credit is owed to Dean Whatley. For not only is he Dean of Men, a position not known for its pacific qualities, but he also has the frustrating job of football coach. Need we say more!

DONALD LAWRENCE HELFFERICH

President

RICHARD JACOB WHATLEY

Dean of Men

JAMES E. WAGNER

Vice-President
If there ever was a man who looked like what a college dean is supposed to look like it is Dean Pettit. He is always the well dressed gentleman, always the capable administrator, and he ALWAYS carries a pocket handkerchief.

On the other hand Assistant Dean Vorrath (faintly) reminds us of the Jolly Green Giant . . . at least until he starts speaking Spanish. It really is too bad Ursinus doesn’t have a faculty basketball team.

The female representative on the best dressed list of the faculty is Dean Rothenberger. While serving as official college hostess, she is also in charge of student activities and the one to see about problems ranging from room drawing to obtaining a forum speaker and just about everything in between.
Valedictorian: Marion Elizabeth Stutzke
Salutatorian: Jeanne Susan Baggs
Magna Cum Laude: Marion Elizabeth Stutzke
Cum Laude: Barbara June Bachman
Jeanne Susan Baggs
Jay Sylvan Cohen
Wendy Ann Edmiston
Susan Irene Hartenstine
Lynne Ackley Johnson
Carolyn Jane Mattern
Linda Mae Rader
Lawrence Donald Romane
William Charles Schlippert
COMMENCEMENT
June 5, 1967

... the academic tradition continues at Ursinus
Departmental Honors

Biology: Pamela Ann Tannebring
Chemistry: Harriet Vvyan Taylor
Karen Lynn Wanner

English: Nancy Joan Schlosser

German: Cynthia Elizabeth Powell
Linda Mae Rader

History: Eileen Steely Binckley
Gwendolyn Anne Faust
Barbara Ann Gay
Carolyn Jane Mattern
Jeanne Blair Reid

Mathematics: Marion Elizabeth Stutzke

Psychology: Robert David Meier
Margaret Rose Schreiner

Spanish: Jeanne Susan Baggs
James Kels Abel
Physics ..... Pi Nu Epsilon
Who else is going to Cornell? ..... Pseudo
organist ..... Meistersingers tour group
Treasurer ..... Accompanist? Only physics
major in Math Club ..... Owake Health
Club ..... Messiah ..... "We all do it!"
Breakfast Club ..... Owake Saint.

Donna Lee Albright
Health and Phys. Ed. ..... Phi Alpha Psi
"Added to" ..... horses ..... Goody room
4 years with Guesty ..... Coordination
plus Albright's apothecary ..... Messy
only giraffe owner on campus ..... Basketball
and Spring Festival ..... What are due dates?
dynamically diaphanous
Class pen ..... keep smiling ..... Who's
Who—Arbuckle.

Kenneth Carleton Amend
Chemistry ..... Alpha Phi Omega
Volunteered for CMP ..... Snow in PA
3 years in 161, 4 years Pahler 3 ..... Gentle
men prefer blondes ..... The Crucible
finally ..... known to inhabit graveyard
headed for grad school.

George A. Atkinson, Jr.
Political Science ..... Delta Mu Sigma
Cub and Key ..... Stucics ..... "F.G." 
Mas' cleric ..... mainstay of the wrestling
team ..... "I dazzle them with my footwork"
polished speaker ..... summers at O.C.
sought asylum at the steam table
has been known to date a certain girl
"Go first class"—Atk.

Charles C. Aucharlcss, II
History ..... Alpha Psi Omega
Grandpa Pennypacker ..... Mr. Sturrock
.... Restoration in 10 easy lessons ..... collects coins and old barns ..... antiques
.... bows and arrows ..... chases foxes.

Barbara June Bachmann
Mathematics ..... Kappa Delta Kappa
Messiah ..... pacing and pacing ..... "Who
took the key to the cash box" ..... crooked
knitter ..... Monday night stargazer
"But I don't have anything to do" ..... Paul
Newman in color ..... "Sundays are so de
pressing" ..... KD's treasurer ..... I'm
starved ..... Dean's list ..... I'm sick of
bridge ..... South America—Barb.

Jeanne Susan Baggs
Spanish ..... Omega Chi Whitians ..... Would you believe, we've been
discovered a declared area ..... Spas ..... In
nocent ivory or Bashful Blonde ..... Last of
the Jet Set ..... "active senior year" ..... Sig
Rho housemother ..... No, I'm not his
sister ..... overloaded circuits ..... S.L.
.... My sister and Karen's skirt ..... sign
out card ..... Intellectuals Anonymous
Surfer's Moll.

Robert David Bair
Economics ..... Alpha Phi Epsilon
Nice guy ..... finish last ..... Kentucky pledge
trip ..... Rich, did you see a fire hydrant? ..... Basketball-Frey's follies and Hand
work's holocaust ..... bayonets and trees ..... Greetings from the President of the United
States ..... Big Blue.

Richard V. Baker
Health and Phys. Ed. ..... Zeta Chi

Jocelyn Alda Bartholomew
Political Science
944 then to Paisley with who's who in the
zoo ..... Athens for '65-'66 ..... back to
Paisley and Judy ..... T.V. ..... and Royal
500 ..... Senior year major in supply store
.... waitress senior year!

John Gordon Bauerle
Chemistry ..... Delta Mu Sigma
Senior class prey ..... name pronounced
and spelled a thousand ways ..... "Bows"
or "Bauers" ..... Which Dean's list?
On 3½ year program with two destroyed
summers ..... Demas' demolition consultant
.... a motley 14½ ..... Life could be so
simple.

Brenda Marie Bedser
Health and Phys. Ed. ..... Tau Sigma Gamma
Swimming at 3 ..... TS Old Guard
W.A.A. prey ..... short order cook
rubber knee ..... Betty Betzer ..... pinned
to Ron in '65 ..... Judy's asleep ..... Post
time ..... Sue, Fran, Elsa, Judy ..... the
last of the "Humans" ..... Commuter—1
semester ..... C.P.S. ..... Meet me in St.
Louis, Louie! ..... The Arch, Gaslight Row, 5
airport tour.

Craig Lamar Bender
English

Terry Kenneth Betterly
English ..... Alpha Phi Epsilon
High Flyer ..... I love my Corvair ..... Pois
son Ivy Perk Party ..... Penn Fruit Fly
The Polish Princess ..... Lansdale Night
Spot ..... Met Pittsburgh at A.C. ..... Fear
God?—Ter.

Wendy Lee Billett
Physics
3 years "Messiah" ..... Breakfast at Pahler
Junior year in Scotland: The sun never
sets ..... "only because the sun never
shines." ..... Youth hostels, London, Paris
Lantern ..... One of Mrs. O's crew
Week-end Work Camps ..... Traying, who
needs a sied.

Eileen Steely Binckley
History ..... Alpha Sigma Nu
Pi Gamma Mu ..... Clamer Clan
2 years with Mac ..... cartwheels and hand
stands ..... Secret Storm ..... 10 minute
naps ..... I'm so far behind ..... Dr. Arm
strong's right arm ..... What am I going to
do when I get out of here? ..... new room
mate senior year—Et.

Kathleen Louise Blumenauer
Mathematics ..... Kappa Delta Kappa
Fuzzy ..... "Do you mind?!" ..... Bridge 1
2, 3, 4 ..... Max ..... Theta Theta prexy
.... match girl ..... tyrannical p Legis
... Y2spasmo ..... Hey
Bloom? ..... 4 years, 4 room-mates ..... A
summer blonde? Lucy Van Pelt of Beard
wood II ..... most coordinated waitress
.... "What me study?!" ..... I can't help it if I
can't sing!"—Kathie.

Sylvia Seitz Boussam
Mathematics
Math major from Boyertown ..... math club
.... hiking from 944 for 2 years ..... Cur
tain Club ..... PSEA-NEA ..... knit 1, purl 2
reading ..... student teacher plays the
"licorice stick" ..... "All right, come on" ..... changed name senior year—Sylvia.

Carol Elaine Boyer
English
OmegA Chi Duryea for 4 with Griff and Hark..... week ends at Wallenpaupack ..... Paris with Sam
Leigh's daughter ..... Spring-Ford's pride
.... Oh, those Shakespeare tests
"Get out, I'm studying!" ..... let's play
Hawk ..... summer school ..... future Eng
lish teacher? ..... Baby Bud.

Edward R. Breidenfield
Economics and Business Administration

Harold F. Brumbaugh
Physics
Yea Dad, that day has finally arrived! Lucky
number 311 ..... Unlucky number 8:00
..... It's great becoming an uncle, but twice in
one day? ..... "Coffee break time" ..... teaching high school physics—Harry.

Linda Jean Burk
English
Tau Sigma Gamma
Freshman Frantics in 942 ..... "Marshmal
low Chicken" ..... Spring Festival Court
Sophomore Slimp? ..... P.C. parties
erstwhile cheerleader ..... Tau Sig. Veep
.... early to bed and early to rise ..... Sen
tor friends, senior friends ..... 3½ years
with Pla ..... "What am I going to do in the
Spring?" ..... July 1st ..... Bill—Linnie.

David C. Campbell
Political Science ..... Zeta Chi
Basketball sportsmanship award ..... spring
training for baseball in Daytona Beach
Suck it to me ..... Penthouse at Maples
.... Bosco's co-pilot ..... Diggin the Mo
town Sound ..... make no mistake jaka
Let's hang out ..... Golf ..... Eric Ucker
Discophonic Scene ..... Hey fox!
Work? No ..... Grad School? Yes ..... So am
I—Giant.

Nicholas Joseph Cavoti
Psychology ..... Delta Pi Sigma
The only guy in Delta Rho ..... number 1 in
her sun ..... Day tripper ..... TWA. "Hey
man, how ya doin'?" ..... Got tired of being
tied down ..... A philosophical psychologist
.... that's it—Nicky.
Carolyn Johanson Clark  
Psychology  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Mrs. Clark  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Stauffer II  
Gerbie for 2  
new room-mate senior year  
Anyone  
for the drug?  
Clamer Clan  
Let's cut Haw  
Hey Jim, it's foggy  
boxing at Bock  
knows Foulmouth  
consoling day  
labeled hodgepodge in the bone zone  
literary critic for the  
Daily News  
semi-day student  
Ga- 
ble, Buckely, and Pool equal Christmas trees  
Strode's keeper at Temple Med—S.

Jay Sylvan Cohen  
Pre-Med  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
Omwake hogie club  
So, meanwhile  
hates this place more than Romance  
St. Joe's Hawk  
Hey Jim, it's foggy  
boxing at Bock  
knows Foulmouth  
consoling day  
labeled hodgepodge in the bone zone  
literary critic for the  
Daily News  
semi-day student  
Ga- 
ble, Buckely, and Pool equal Christmas trees  
Strode's keeper at Temple Med—S.

William W. Colflesh  
Economics and Business Administration  
French  
Omega Chi  
Blonde with red M.G.  
Sticky bun girl 2  
3  
4 .  
5 .  
Hobson's prey  
many happy hours  
movie weekends on campus senior year  
partial to football players  
distinctive laugh  
bachelor girl apartment  
Maybe D.C.—Bullet.

Eileen H. Cox  
English  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Dean's Lister  
cheerleader  
the only one small enough to play Christopher Robin  
Philosophy  
philosophy  
student teacher  
P.H.S.  
Paisleyite  
Psych minor  
school and love don't mix  
(Mike)  
sure's, o.k.'s, and all righties  
iya  
gonna marry a banker.

Richard Donald Crawford  
Mathematics  
Water fights  
105 Derr vs. 4th floor  
Kno and sulphur—wham!  
Omwanika  
Health Club  
Putnam Test  
Physics parties  
chief chef of open house  
Wassail this year  
Candy cane stairs  
Bible study  
Methacton's Math Club  
Messiah chorus  
Meistersinger song student conductor  
Outing Club  
We all do it Breakfast Club.

Lewis C. Cuthbert  
English  
Delta Pi Sigma  
Delta Pi prexy  
2nd in command of soccer team  
Stuics  
Varsity Club  
IFC writer and money bags  
I have to pick up the key  
Are you kidding me?  
M.M.M.-M.M.C.  
Poker games at my place from then on—Buzz.

Claudia Louise Dalrymple  
Psychology  
A wasted year and a half  
A witchie thingie  
From APE's to Sig Rho in 24 hrs.  
Much time at the Bridge  
At least three alarm clocks  
Why kne socks?  
Smallest waitress  
Maggie  
C.C. club  
I'll bring the beer  
Always studying?  
Mouse  
Goal  
Make much of time—Dimplerlyme.

Denison Saxton Davis  
Mathematics  
Zeta Chi  
Math major?  
football 3  
4  
noted

Carol Ann Ditzler  
English  
Phi Alpha Psi  
Phi Psi Prexy  
3 Musketeers  
Stauffer Shenanigans  
the Bit  
ISC—UP  
co-holder of Good Housekeeping  
Award 1  
2  
3  
4  
w.c.  
Oh, did my alarm go off?  
162 with King Joe,  
Baby J., and the Bag  
Europe and Smalls  
Tell death separates—Ditz.

Sandra Di Gioia  
Chemistry  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Another parking ticket?  
Thiota Theta  
bridge 3  
4  
Kathie, you're obvious!  
Paisley 3  
which Sandy?  
Grape juice anyone?  
The Green Frog  
bloomed her junior year  
Curtain Club  
queen of the C.C. Drive  
But I hate Chemistry!

George William Doerner, Jr.  
Political Science  
Delta Pi Sigma  
4 years courtesy of Schmidt's  
where you believe Political Science?  
but Charley said its easy!  
picked her up at  
Belleview  
Why banned from Clamer and  
Duryea?  
Uncle George's pseudo- 
philosophical box  
2 pins—no mate  
Delta Pi and 2 5 forever!

Wendy A. Edmiston  
Mathematics  
Phi Alpha Psi  
Indecision  
2 yrs. in Rimpby's and 4 with  
Gynelle  
lost a desk  
3 yrs. Sena- 
ot only 2 papers  
not a 2nd to 
wait  
sleep, Snoppy, and brown  
no unique characteristic  
the Ten  
I don't know, what do you think?

Robert Lynnwood Eley  
Mathematics  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
Hunchback of Freeland  
streaked with  
Shroeder  
fourth for Bridge  
Big mistake last year and a half  
N.Y. and 
back in 6 hours  
F.O.M.A.—Plug.

Claude C. Erb  
History  
Pi Gamma Mu  
The smile you never know quite how to take  
loafs in the evening school office  
another of Armstrong's boys  
active as a lodestone  
swimming, ice skating, music.

Glenn E. Eshbach, Jr.  
German  
Chapel organist who can't read music at  
8:50 A.M.  
Noisiest inmate of Stine?  
Strong aversion to bus rides  
Where B's Tamaqua  
Saturday evenings at the Academy  
Always contemplating 'dier helige Om.'

Gwendolyn Anne Faust  
History  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Paisley's writer and money bags  
editor of Daily bulletin  
Thursday is weekend eve  
The Ursinus bear, a girl?  
Faustian Order of Nocturnal Monks  
Earl is a Pearl  
Primary Group  
Grouch about the bulletin?  
Dr. Armstrong's Disciple  
vote!  
A member of Methacton's faculty  
recording and alumni Secretary of KD  
Lion  
Heiss, where are you?  
A is for antiseptic —Gwen.

Pauline Suzanne Fedor  
English  
3 yrs. as Day student  
Day student prexy  
svelte and energetic blonde al- 
ways on the move  
I love life!  
I'm only member of gluttons of Stauffer II  
Ruby headaches  
Freshman Orientation Committee  
Happiest at 8 A.M.  
always smiling, especially while collecting 
finis in the library  
Does she have a twin—Sue.

Barry Howard Feierman  
Physics  
Sigma Xi  
Breakfast Club  
concert band  
Weekly and Ruby photographer  
supercharged V.W.  
Eagar Gateway, you say  
who needs a haircut?  
Outing Club  
Anyone know where Jupiter got to?  
Physics 1  
2, P.D. 3, 4  
who lives in lab?  
frisbee?
Gale Christine Fellenser  
Health and Phys. Ed. Delta Pi Sigma

Classical P.E. student trainer raked up on the uneven 4 point landing. Those who can't play, officiate! coffee, tea, or milk? homemaker of the year, surprised Whitan, would you believe V.P.? water war with Watck. Tape 'em up whirlpool romance—Glee Battle.

John William Fertig, Jr.  
Political Science Last of the Club 200, the minor alone in the floating world 4 years Uriah 3 years Shine's 4 years soccer splinters old bird c'mon in the game—JJ.

Blaine Holt Finkbiner  
Political Science Alpha Phi Omega Recording secretary for APO yes, she's my cousin student teaching almost think he still goes here check the library hopes of making it into grad school—Fink.

Dorothy Kay Fleming  
English Transfer from Kentucky Messiah "part-time" Hobsonite PSEA traveling female drafter with customized car doors. But I'm a good driver! Record trips from Philadelphia Mrs. in '67 to Mr. Persistent.

Elizabeth Campbell Flint  
English Nobody knows the real me Women's Day study proxy 4 yr. faithful service to the Messiah Campus recruiter for Beta Sigma Phi Neumann Club Tuesday night St. Joe games Weds 8:00 A.M. old sew and sew. Don't ask me, I only go to school here—Bitsy.

Victor Leonard Fox  
Economics Part of Omwake's only triple member of C.R.A.P.U Focus Messiah Outing Club German Club, some times. . . . laundry's are for more than cleaning VW's one of the original Leber Leper.

George R. Freeland  
Chemistry Alpha Phi Omega "What in the Sam Hill?" KO'ed in junior year missed Dr. V.D It won't go into reverse down to Upsala. Oh, yeh Jefferson Medical College, by choice one gut course, music apprec. hated German 3, 4. Let me see your veins!! cheerleader "Curse the Red Baron!"

Barbara Ann Gay  
History Pi Gamma Mu Jim's permanent legal secretary New Hope, the beginning North Penn T.D.M.O. Now you've all heard of Germany YWCA Pres Messiah Gwen, I have a question Campus Chest chairman Whitians proxy B Gay, where are you?

Carl F. Geuther  
Economics and Business Administration Delta Pi Sigma

Charles Gordiner  
History Delta Mu Sigma

James Allen Gosper  
Biology Part of Omwake's only triple original Leber Leper Levie and the Dean in sophomore year 2 consecutive all-nighters. hippanic acid synthesis stat lab. "Veil!" Messiah and Meistersingers turtle named Isobar humma humma suma. Thor, how can you stand the heat in here? not so fine! med school or bust.

James Michael Graves  

Mary E. Griffiths  
Mathematics Tau Sigma Gamma Tau Sig social chair. Duryea with Bark and Hud. Rah. junior prom and homecoming queen T.D.M.O. North Penn 944 with L.P. A.D.D. fan should have been a math major. Golden Gate music and art. bambu and beads. yea rm. 1—Griff.

Barbara Anne Grimm  
English Phi Alpha Psi The "BAG" G.S.B. 1. D'D 2. P.D. 3, 4. late permission. B.B. leads the bubbles she's asleep already. It's part-time dead flowers. 3 musketeers Heeey Merv Spring Festival Court ZZ's homecoming queen. badminton without practice tennis fan. imitations sixty trips to Boyertown—Barbie.

Carol Virginia Guest  
Health and Phys. Ed. Phi Alpha Psi Unforgettable obnoxious laugh. 4 with Arbuckle but my side's neat Prince Valiant again hockey, lacrosse, walky, talky static. I don't get it triple dates avid wrestling fan. kind hearted. S.C. only canoe with 4 wheel drive. passion charter winner. X. burp from C.V.G. to C.G.V—Guesty.

Joseph L. Hagy, III  
Economics Delta Mu Sigma Demas proxy corresponding secretary I.F.C. Great Provider milk, sandwiches, sticky buns who has over 50 cuts. Lunch is just too early. Mas official railroad anyone for a speech beauty is truth, truth beauty? (I) dating an "M".

Averill Catherine Haines  
Health and Phys. Ed. Tau Sigma Gamma Imprevu 4 roommates a real hazel nut May 7th punning expert 4 years with Tau Sig Averill's hered. Greek Gleanings award for most entries leorad form effervescence. overcut Dean's luster. Phoenixville fan badminton bamboozler third team trials and tribulations A friend is someone who likes you! Acaetelectically Anima­ ventert Averill.

Jeffrie Ann Hall  
English No, my parents did not want a boy roommate. Curtain Club. Lantern staff Messiah 1 1/2 roommates the world's emptiest mailbox mouse Neily ostGOOD Shar lana's favorite word What's a Wark worth? 25r snurfesnuf mmm. Kennelreath.

Kathleen Ann Harkins  
English Phi Alpha Psi 4 years with Carol? and the Griff? in Duryea?? Quiet hours! Ace's prize secretary I'm not always late. Or am I summers Ocean City Europe with George Spring Festival Court and Demas Homecoming queen—The Hark.

Robin David Harshaw  
Biology Avid bike rider batman's sidekick ubiquitous frontoparietal recessions per se. . . potential chapel speaker. squawman's ex-roommates . . . carries Air Wick to quant. class. . . . Christian Fellowship press . . . premed society . . . sect-.treats the terror of Leber soccer team—Rob.

Susan Irene Hartenstein  
English You must be a sophomore a freshman? Scotland forever! of course we go hallowe'en. Meistersingers . . . Gregorian four-six . . . the Agency one of Mrs. O's girls. . . whatever happened to Y retreats? College Bowl Team. . . weekend work campus . . . but what will you do if you don't teach?

Elsa Martha Heimerer  
Health and Phys. Ed. Phi Alpha Psi Things to do and places to go hockey, basketball, tennis, and softball teams, keeper of the hockey field from Shreiner to Stauffer Blue Spruce Christmas trees Tau Sig roommates WSGA shined shoes "Yes ma' me" student teacher health education 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. . . . . . perpetual student? It's a great life—Elis.

Judith Elizabeth Heiss  
Biology Phi Alpha Psi Once an only child—now many sisters and 6 wonderful friends cheerleading captain WSGA Messiah orchestra fearful lab assistant North Penn T.D.M.O. we run a tight ship in Paisley Lion, where are you? The big R little big mouth—what you don't have in size you make up in spirit.

Allen F. Helwig  
History
Usani Hemmaplardh
Economics Kappa Delta Kappa
David . . . Usani, telephone . . . January '65 . . . please pass the salt . . . "We . . ."
Linda, do you want to get up? . . . livers and fruits . . . really? . . . nothing matters catharsis . . . 280 pages to read! 
ardvark . . . trite apples . . . Don't you ever get homesick? . . . popcorn and tea . . . a blunt Christian . . . July '67
Future: P.H.T.

David C. Henry
Mathematics Alpha Phi Omega
Orderliness personified . . . oh, come now . . . really? . . . big act (or) . . . prexy
Alpha, . . . majors in Spanish and math . . . only person in the world who says, "Good morning" in Algebra . . . "got a cigarette" . . . bridge addict . . . Dean's list (!) . . . studies at least once a semester . . . half an ape . . . happiness is just a thing called Lin—Dave.

William A. Henry
Political Science
Time for another comeback . . . All MAC baseball and soccer . . . Bock or Isenberg . . . "What can you do with political science?" . . . That's the other Bill Henry . . . Nobody is named Sam Hill . . . Curse the Red Baron . . . When's the next table changing? . . . Goldwater man . . . Gene and Sieb . . . the White Willy . . . 2s . . . take it easy.

William Henry III
Chemistry
Social director of 724 . . . Speak into the mike, Rick, or we're riding tonight . . . Messiah and Gof . . . Dental school . . . Stoic at U.C.

Sandra Threapleton Herbst
Chemistry
From Stauffer II to Clamer Clan . . . anyone for pinocchio? . . . still a math major . . . Dr. Dennis is the greatest . . . student teacher at Owen J. Roberts . . . Messiah . . . Shall I sing? . . . new roommate junior year . . . I'm so excited! . . . Migg's . . . Carlisle means togetherness—Sandy.

Ronald Hisao Hirokawa
Chemistry Delta Mu Sigma

Paul Edwin Holl
Political Science Sigma Rho Lambda
Came to U.C. an intellectual lover . . . left an intellectual woman hate . . . second year saucy to paint boats in Cuba . . . making a career of college . . . army not in his plans . . . swore by M.O.'s as an underclassman and swears at them now . . . roomed with Cousin and Casanova . . . lived to see the golden age of the Rho . . . son of a Dutchman, son of a senator, son of a gun.

Rita Kay Houk
Kappa Delta Kappa

Alice Ruby's queen of finance . . . Bridge, anyone? . . . guitar strummer . . . wet hair . . . 2 years with Tip . . . became a wino in Europe . . . oh, return again.

Frances E. Hovey
Health and Phys. Ed. Tau Sigma Gamma
Shattered guitars . . . Tau Sig Old Guard . . . Henrietta's heart attacks . . . frustrated . . . green shorts . . . mints, peanut butter, cokes—my favorite things . . . 2 years with the Philadelphia . . . Dean's confident . . . neatness is a virtue . . . swimming at 3 . . . professional phys. edier . . . Gotta get out and go . . . Fanfaronade Phantasmagoria Frances.

Harry J. Hughes
Yearbook co-editor . . . economics club . . . Young Democrats . . . Y-tutor
Harry's protege . . . last one to bed . . . first to encounter 724's ghost . . . never gets excited! . . . Get me up for breakfast . . . Chairman of the Board of Gamma Ray . . . gave Mack a run for his money . . . let me tell you about thirty day stuff . . . Barbra.

Walter L. Irvine
Biology
Alpha Phi Epsilon
APE's . . . ghost of a physiology lab shot with the pullet gun . . . 11:00 janitor . . . head zoo keeper at meals . . . hey Bob, you got the ideal . . . Moggamouth's roomate . . . scuba diving in the aquarium . . . would be proctor but—Depty. . . . Art's sponsor . . . Mugs living here at the lucky at fixed raffles . . . hit the water pledges—Dum-Dum.

Lynne Ackley Johnson
English
Phi Alpha Psi T.D.M.O.

Ronald Hisao Hirokawa
Chemistry Delta Mu Sigma

Paul Edwin Holl
Political Science Sigma Rho Lambda
Came to U.C. an intellectual lover . . . left an intellectual woman hate . . . second year saucy to paint boats in Cuba . . . making a career of college . . . army not in his plans . . . swore by M.O.'s as an underclassman and swears at them now . . . roomed with Cousin and Casanova . . . lived to see the golden age of the Rho . . . son of a Dutchman, son of a senator, son of a gun.

Rita Kay Houk
Kappa Delta Kappa

Alice Ruby's queen of finance . . . Bridge, anyone? . . . guitar strummer . . . wet hair . . . 2 years with Tip . . . became a wino in Europe . . . oh, return again.

Frances E. Hovey
Health and Phys. Ed. Tau Sigma Gamma
Shattered guitars . . . Tau Sig Old Guard . . . Henrietta's heart attacks . . . frustrated . . . green shorts . . . mints, peanut butter, cokes—my favorite things . . . 2 years with the Philadelphia . . . Dean's confident . . . neatness is a virtue . . . swimming at 3 . . . professional phys. edier . . . Gotta get out and go . . . Fanfaronade Phantasmagoria Frances.

Harry J. Hughes
Yearbook co-editor . . . economics club . . . Young Democrats . . . Y-tutor
Harry's protege . . . last one to bed . . . first to encounter 724's ghost . . . never gets excited! . . . Get me up for breakfast . . . Chairman of the Board of Gamma Ray . . . gave Mack a run for his money . . . let me tell you about thirty day stuff . . . Barbra.

Walter L. Irvine
Biology
Alpha Phi Epsilon
APE's . . . ghost of a physiology lab shot with the pullet gun . . . 11:00 janitor . . . head zoo keeper at meals . . . hey Bob, you got the ideal . . . Moggamouth's roomate . . . scuba diving in the aquarium . . . would be proctor but—Depty. . . . Art's sponsor . . . Mugs living here at the lucky at fixed raffles . . . hit the water pledges—Dum-Dum.

Lynne Ackley Johnson
English
Phi Alpha Psi T.D.M.O.

Marilyn J. Johnston
Chemistry
Pi Nu Epsilon

Milton P. Kale
Chemistry
Pi Nu Epsilon

Lloyd Richard Keysar
Economics and Business Administration
Likes his major . . . many weekends at Susquehanna U . . . married . . . tennis . . . follows the stock market . . . service then grad school . . . banking . . . Agency.

Stanley K. Keysor
Mathematics
You say it was due last week? . . . math major with non-mathematical subjects . . . it only starts when it wants to . . . seen but not heard, sometimes—Stan.

Judith Hauer Knauth
French
Tau Sigma Gamma
Hi Judy, Haueryou? . . . adjoining rooms with the Cad and the Bag every year . . . Hauer's asleep again . . . Crackers . . . JEHK . . . 3 Musketeers . . . I just came to hear my song . . . the gang-green Eleven . . . Get me my suitcase? . . . Madame le professeur ? . . . one last ceremony before we sign the bids . . . Are you sure you're old enough to be a teacher?

Susan S. Koch
Psychology

Betty Jane Koehler
English
Kappa Delta Kappa
One of the Sinner Six . . . every hair a different color . . . KD's money bags . . . Ah, come on! . . . 2 WV's and one Ghia . . . one year in red shoes only . . . Blah! . . . remember that coke I had in the library? . . . Miss What's-her-name, the student teacher—egad—B.J.

Emma Marie Krehl
Biology
Omega Chi
O'Chi's late joiner . . . a willowy blonde . . . Girls' Day Study proxy by default . . . Lady Godiva . . . still searching . . . Biology forever . . . organic for hours . . . What! and lose my sleep? Never! . . . always willing to help . . . does she have a twin . . . often seen but seldom heard—Em.

Marvin H. Kriebel
Biology
Delta Pi Sigma
One of the elite day students . . . an eminent member of Delta Pi Sigma fraternity . . . one of Levi's boys without the smarts . . . one of the new guys in town . . . I hold office hours in the coffee shop from 9AM-11AM, 11AM-3PM . . . Big city to many with Republican tendencies . . . I have a friend who . . . Predicts a promising career at 9 and Race St. Philadelphia, Pa. . . . I have served my sentence finally.

Harold R. Krum
Political Science Delta Mu Sigma
Margaret Ann La Grossa
Psychology Kappa Delta Kappa
Mouth . . . KDK monotone . . . little genius of the psych department . . . ski bums with the most—coordination? . . . corrupted as a frosh . . . fearless pederumistress . . . would you believe? . . . unmistakable giggle . . . Giggle 1 . . . Thoita Tho . . . her chesire smile will live on in Never Never Land—Tip

John Stanley Lawrence
Biology
Med or grad school in U.S. Army . . . first 4 years are the hardest . . . what lies beyond the boundaries of Collegeville? . . . one time organist . . . Young Republicans . . . Band.

Robert Edwin Leech
Economics Sigma Rho Lambda
Quietly wild . . . what hair? . . . pinchole all night . . . silent member of the Rho . . . we, used to have a house . . . I just sleep here . . . What, me get pinned? . . . midnight drives . . . overcut chapel 13 times . . . Messiah . . . Meistersingers Tour . . . caught VJD—Bob.

Jonathan B. Leopold
Econ. and B.S. Ad. Sigma Rho Lambda

Michael J. Lewis
Psychology Delta Mu Sigma
67 moneybags . . . 1, 2, 3 oops! . . . loved stat . . . weekends in Philly . . . Motown high priest . . . likes to dance . . . an expert on trivia . . . sports enthusiast . . . YMCA tutor . . . Poodle now, Willie Brown.

Richard M. Linton
Mathematics Dick—

George Fredrik Lundell
Chemistry Zeta Chi
Insect lover . . . Pfahler 3rd floor gang . . . 3 years with Tricky . . . 2½ with Ferris . . . Vodka, Scotch, and beer . . . butterfly . . . happy, jovial, sloppy . . . the Fox . . . last of the SEALS . . . fired busboy . . . cokes and (cough) smokes . . . perk parties . . . math genius . . . big plans . . . Mr. H. B.

Nancy E. Lyons
History Phi Alpha Psi
4 years with Maxwell . . . Phi Psi's moneybags . . . number 9 of the number 10 . . . student teaching—long hours, little sleep . . . Leon's revilm . . . Rimy's crew.

Would you believe another black dress! . . . talkative . . . summers—sailing and Drum Corps . . . blue and gold forever.

Jacqueline Morris McAvoy
English Omega Chi, The Breakfast Club . . . senior pledge . . . is God . . . divorced senior year . . . speedy blue Corvair . . . nature lover . . . last of the jet set . . . reformed Rocco regular . . . unblooming roses and trumpet solo . . . Casey's comrade . . . festival of decisions . . . what is life in this naked universe? . . . music mystic—Jackie.

Bonnie Jean McColl
English Alpha Sigma Nu
Never pulled an all nighter . . . S.T. at Maconmon . . . Point number one on the grade sheet . . . one of the gluttons of Stauffer II . . . Eileen, time for another handstand . . . time for a sweet nap . . . new Sig Nu sister . . . Bouncing Bonnie keeps 'em laughing . . . my little Sealy . . . June 10th—at last—Mac.

Walter Dennis McCoy
French
French . . . future teacher . . . grad school . . . railroad music—Dennis.

John McWilliams McCullough, Jr.
Psychology Delta Pi Sigma
4 year ping pong champ . . . veteran of The Bridge . . . Budweiser and the Bird . . . former soph ruler and Pledgemeister . . . crumbled by the matrimonial axe as a junior . . . married to a small, blonde church mouse . . . women are basically worthless.

Marilyn Mildred McKellin
Biology
Another day, another lab . . . But I require a lot of sleep! . . . Happiness—tennis practice on dry courts . . . Eight O'clock class: Dreamland . . . playing bridge through Europe with the U.C. group . . . There must be a hole in my racket! . . . studying! . . . breakfast—what's that?

Samuel Alexander McNaught
History Delta Pi Sigma
O.C. date finder . . . the last of the Eskimo playboys . . . secretary of Delta Pi??? . . . is she a blonde? . . . swinging Beechnut salesman who ran the shag bag . . . oh, those teacher's pets at Upper Merion . . . Spring time rendezvous to Fort Lauderdale . . . few ice cubes in the summer . . . future Bluebell?—Them.

Joanne Marie Mantz
German Alpha Sigma Nu Keys to the library . . . lost 2 years' worth of shoe leather on the path to Clamer . . . partner of Jeanneus' coffee for energy . . . we never go anyplace . . . sleeping till eight is sleeping late . . . Sig Nu's correspondent . . . travel more or less—Jo.

Peter D. Martin
English
What do you mean proctors here don't get a bonus? . . . 3 years to make the tennis team . . . Messiah . . . discovered that American history was a fiasco . . . got stuck with a red jeep . . . grad school.

John C. Mathers
History
Only member of the class with grandchilren . . . green book bag.

Carolyn Jane Mattern
History Omega Chi
Someday I'll get organized . . . Wilson—Tweety and the group . . . why study history? . . . The Ruby . . . one of the Gluttons of Stauffer II . . . 2 years in the day study . . . at the libs . . . grad school . . . European kicks in '66 . . . Hi guys . . . O'Chi secy and original pledgemeister . . . Wittians.

Judith Elinora Maxwell
History Phi Alpha Phi
One of the Rimby's PALS . . . 4 years with Leon . . . snarling up the Zzzzz . . . Maxie in Smalls . . . Senate proxy . . . basketball standout . . . economics enthusiast.


William Bruce Megill
Biology Delta Mu Sigma
Chancellor of Stuics . . . Demas's moneybags . . . 2nd in command of soccer team . . . tennis . . . pledge master . . . proctor assistant head water . . . great phi losopher? . . . cacky, ask George—off target with a cold . . . can't sleep with radio off . . . writer and moneybags for Cub and Key.

Robert David Meier
Psychology Alpha Phi Omega

Get me up for breakfast . . . Sigma Mu Theta . . . One of the Shine's sons . . . learned to like classical guitar . . . Bio and Psych lab assistant . . . scoreboard . . . Washington at 3 A.M . . . the mad barber—El-Belle.

Linda Foster Merrill
English Kappa Delta Kappa
Speedy talker . . . What do you mean I have an accent? . . . Ho-Jo grad . . . wake me up in five minutes . . . KD's corresponding sec'y . . . oh no, I'm still alive . . . constantly losing things . . . crazy about student teaching . . . Hey, that's kinda cool! . . . Dean's list . . . I'm here to tutor not to entertain . . . Monday night phone calls . . . road runner.

Barbara Evans Miller
Spanish

John C. Milliken
Political Science

John C. Mills
Chemistry
Anthony Walter Motto  
Econ. and Bus. Ad.  
Zeta Chi  
Whatley's right hand ... W's and 1's  
waves everyone.  
A's in speaking.  
Baker's speech teacher.  
dirty linen anyone?  
U.C.'s G.D. man.  
Tweety Bird coal miner.  
good dresser. the end.  
—Tony  

Leon Peter Moyer  
Political Science  
Delta Pi Sigma  
Delta Pi's corresponding sec'y and intramural coach.  
Home the Delan's 'Hell Night'  
... Can be found at Bert's or walking around any shopping center  
... Paste's number 1 man.  
I think you better go by yourself—Pete.  

Robert Hoffman Naylor  
History  
Delta Pi Sigma  
Social chairman with a stuffed lavatory  
PSEA member off-and-on.  
Oldest freshman orienter.  
O.C. summer's star coach and player in intramural action ...  
on to Lancaster Seminary  
... Florida and Lynnfield, Mass. on vacations.  
... Student teaching at Springfield H.S. live to serve ... maintain your cool.  
... Gretchen, the librarian from the North Country—Boobie.  

Linda Kay Nixon  
Health and Phys. Ed.  
Tau Sigma Gamma  
Small and mighty ... wash ... from pigtail to maturity ... hockey from Mass. to  
... St. Louis to Reserves ... swimming, tennis, softball, basketball ... Where is Donna?  
... Phi Psi roommate ... You know ... Wong Foo ... neatness plus two  
... white blazers.  
... Hobson to Shreiner to Stauffer  
... one mistake student teacher ... write much.  
... Snelibelle—Little Nix.  

Cynthia P. Neel  
English  
Say, Snee ... sports enthusiast, especially hockey ... Armstrong approach to history ...  
... I can see without my glasses ... summer job in Canada ... Maroon Blazer Society  
... It's time for the Fugitive  
... Snooky and the Red Baron.  
... Heavens  
... Van Gogh.  
... Everyone is getting the Bug ... Desert Places—Cindy.  

Carol M. Nussman  
Mathematics  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Baum ... math major? ... Chapel 4 days a week.  
... Cripes ... the Primary Group  
... Pythagurus.  
... Sig Nu's big V.P.  
... Hildegard's cookies.  
... I don't have a roommate on weekends.  
... Loaf-about-the-fort. ... soph fern ... J.G.G.  
... never missed a mixer ... I'll never be 21  
... red and grey all the way.  

David W. Oliver  
Mathematics  
G. Michael Orthaus  
Biology  
Critical of city mowing and driving techniques ... builds frames ... whose sister? ... traded the "black phantom" for  
"the Great Pretender" ... yes, your gracefulness ... Maynard G. Krebs.  
... Microscopic dig yourself ... passionate love for great bag giver ... Jones' right hand man  
... coffee king ... dormitory distributor  
... maybe the Os.  

James William Padget III  
Biology  
Fircroft freshman year—then a Bock boy ... those weekends at Ursinus ... I don't believe it!  
... out course—music apprec. ...  
... What, me study? ... likes biology, per se. ... But I didn't mean it that way  
... still dreams of Dr. V.D.  ... Are you sure it's foggy, Jay? ... Temple Medical School—G.  

Brita Paist  
Mathematics  
A wasted year and a half ... There's no two ways about it! ... Me and a Bible Banger?  
... We love Pymmy.  
... Well traveled roommate ... why kne socks?  
... Think we should sign out?  
... The Mad pilferer strikes ... Annie ... C. C. Club  
... I'll bring the Newport's.  
... Goal: to make up for wasted time.  

Susan Lee Pancoast  
Health and Phys. Ed.  
Phi Alpha Psi  
Wesley Junior College transfer ... Snellbelle ... hockey and badminton ... Primary Group  
... Rooms with El-belle  
... Slender branches ... Paisley II prexy  
... Blue and gold  ... student taught with a PAL.  
... 'Long' trips home for the weekend  
... Christmas table decorations soon to be an Army wife—Sue.  

Psychology  
Dee of do and see ... 944's sec'tress.  
... Messiah for 4 Meistersingers Tour  
... tattling award. I overslept again  
... Psych Club.  
... if it hadn't been for Economics  
... Sue for 3½ ... pushing Psi Chi  
... long walk ... switch and psych and evening school ... study—when?  
... why?  

Janet M. Paul  
Psychology  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Primary Group  ... her own private phone  
... pixie ... soph fern ... Lawrence of  
... Skippack ... badminton star  ... chapel 4 days a week  
... Sig Nu's corresponding sec'y.  
... Schwenkville student teacher  
... Birthday ... she created a monster roommate red roommate  
... freshman advisor ... shadow in the morning  
... love that red and grey.  

William H. Phillips  
Psychology  
Mary Louise Potter  
Biology  
Bible Fellowship vEEP ... Beardwood Chem  
... Messiah.  
... Nimsko Yoga.  
... Levy admirer ... made it ... thanks to Mary Rowland and Duffy.  
... Breakfast?  
... How do you like student teaching?  
... Capbell's kid ... Dr. Jim(s), good luck ... future PhT  
... I wish I knew—Mary Lou.  

Cynthia Elizabeth Powell  
German  
Spastic phy-serder turned frustrated linguist ... slowest thing on 2 feet.  
... Messiah ... basketball to badminton?  
... Dean's list—sometimes  
... commutes to South America.  
... German Club's dustbin  
... Makes waste ... jeebers crow!  
... doesn't that rot your socks? ... popcorn.  
... great bridge fan, until SPIT came along ... What's between St. Charles and Virginia?—  
... Cindy.  

Robert L. Price  
Chemistry  
Linda Mae Rader  
German  
Freiburg-im-Breisgau ... Jaja.  
... Trinken wir noch einen Kaffe?  
... HRC and Norris-town tutoring ... Nani.  
... I'm not going to breakfast ... Jeezerscats! ... zwamp  
... meine weltanschauung? ... enuf  
... Just don't want to get involved this year!  
... Schweizer Dietsch ... It doesn't matter.  
... Fah Si ... Salaam aleikum.  

David Stanley Raub  
Political Science  
Transferred from Wesleyan University ... Poly Sci ... football co-captain 1st team Middle Atlantic Conference 1964 ... married  ... one daughter  ... enjoys flying ... campus parking officer.  
... 4 years a day student.  

Janet E. Reese  
German  
4 years on Beardwood II with Marilyn ... once mistaken for a ninth grader. ... This is Mrs. Pearson calling ... studies to tune of WIBG  
... despises white socks ... summer school summers with O.C. weekends  
... Going to breakfast, Helen? ... for I have promises to keep and miles to go before I sleep.  

Jeanne Blair Reid  
History  
Omega Chi  
Clamer Clan to Stauffer II. ... Shreider's constant companion.  
... Do you want to go to breakfast?  
... Stauffer prexy ... out to get her man.  
... Miss moneybags '67  
... Rich, at last!  

Lawrence Donald Romane  
Biology  
Alpha Phi epsilon  
Stuics. ... Who's Who ... setting moral standards at Isenberg ... knows fowlsou  
... and squawman ... seriously?  
... Bock heavy weight ... keep cool, never get hooked, right? ... delusions of grandeur  
... Buggsy everyday  
... weight-lifting at 6 A.M. ... hopes to teach organic chemist- 
... ry '61 Nash for graduation.  
... Temple Med. School.  
... Weekly editor.  

Patricia Jane Russell  
Spanish  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Orphaned ... T.D.M.O.  
... North Penn cheerleader  ... Sig Nu's pres ... I.S.C. prexy ... U.S.C.G.  
... 21 Chapel 4 days a week.  
... Messiah.  
... Letski letters from home ... cripes  
... Spanish? ... late nights? ... would you believe Yap?  
... Christmas is a time of giving ... love that red and grey—Zelda.  

Karen R. Schafer  
Mathematics  
Omega Chi  
Math whiz ... morning giggler ... last of the jet set ... zetans ... cold closet  
... nine o'clock ... It's fight night!  
... Scratch ... vacation blues ... co-captain its ... blessed with a Blitzen ... my skin and Jeanne's sweater ... a Rush, the Hill, and then a Bag ... sleep inducing.  
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Carol L. Snyder

English
944 with L.P. Chris's sardines
Beardwood II lights out—candles on
ouija Board first song's for me
back to Duruca 1217 Petunia's
definitely have appeal perfect view of
windows going to the drug Joyce
least loud in around e which pig
sparkle shooting stars over Champlain
seventh grade at Pottsgrove
What's perfection.

Brenda Lee Sprague

Psychology
A wasted year and a half bridge
I'm running late I only have 3 hrs. to get
ready Tell Mrs. O I died R J. B.
and A Fullcut in all classes 4 years
with a mouse I'll bring the men
Goal Join the C.C. Club.

Candace E. Sprecher

English
Popscicle weight problem got a
bonus with Bonos Librarian 2 3 4
victim of rt. 422 freshman year
"Happy Hour with Correll
Agency's sec'y Hobsonite happiness
at U.C. look at things realistically
Sprecher! apartment bound aspiring
writer Candy.

Judith Ann Stahl

Psychology
Alpha Psi Omega
Curtain Club prexy major in T.V. minor
in psych wake me up please one
long binge in Europe May I dirty your
ashtray Sunday breakfasts at the
diner But I don't function at 8 o'clock!
scheduled cymbal player wrestling fan
wild rehearsals Guess what Carol?
without friends where would man be?

Carl James Stanzione

Biology
Sigma Rho Lambda
Pre-med biology major logical and de
ductive nature finds humor in almost
all situations philosophy a rational
mind to practice competent medicine
self assurance comes from knowing what
is right calm and reserved under pressure
impatient for success.

David Stevenson Stilwell

History
Zeta Chi
Always around but never quite there
spirit of Zeta Chi member of 225 club
Goose pond good friend of Wills
known for his quiet determination in all
that he does quaker with high ideals
and never shaking principles Spook.

Cheryl Andrea Stoneback

Psychology
Kappa Delta Kappa
PSYK's articulate pres. how wuz your
weekends? Gee I hope I don't get sick
cut to the limit and then some
corsony 101 106 always peepie
muddy coffee and cigarettes takes
late shift psych department's frustrated
philosopher The Stone.

Nancy Mae Stover

Mathematics
Messiah math club Y receptions
confused chem lab assistant 4
years in 3 3 years under Mother Pear
son Campbell's soup kitchen most
popular ironing board Pres of Mr. Call's
fan club Unique memories of
Temple University engagement to Bill
July 23 1966 marriage 1962

Paula T. Stringer

English
Tau Sigma Gamma
There is a space in life in which the
soul is in turmoil the character undecided,
the way of life uncertain the ambition thick
sighted thence proceeds mawkishness and
all the thousand bitters Keats.

Marshall D. Strode

Biology
Alpha Phi Omega
Eight ball in side and corner pocket
Who's Who paper salesman floor
Phaler drives a gas pump with Austin
Healey body MSGA Well Jay it looks
to me like Ubiquitous transitional non medullated mesothelium will study
human plumbing at Temple Medical School
A.

Marion Elizabeth Stutzke

Mathematics
Kappa Delta Kappa
Music music music sturdy trumpet
CMP guinea pig then myriads of math
papers bridge anyone? do double
Paisley's pantry and hardware oh
yet? black coffee at the drug loya
lity (?) what I mean? South Jersey
drawn x & y B equals unlimited
cuts grad school bound Whirians.

Tho Carollina Svenson

Biology
U.C. in 3 years epiphrase of irresponsibility
Hey Hurc clean linen tonight who me sanctimonious? brought
brought History to Stine Hall STUICS
sleep who needs it Messiah
Heilig Donnerwetter YM PRES
As Beamesderfer the immortal Pa Dutch
philosopher said Grad school Swepe.

Jonathan S. Swope

History
Rick's ten frosh R M. and Fox
Messiah Retreat to Stauffer Spring Festival
long philosophical discussions with
Evans Red Owls O'chi treas
urer Wake me in five minutes hot
blooded Italian lover Color Guard
captain in Dimethylsulfoxide in senior year
for hours with a smile Wilma.

Pamela Ann Tannebring

Biology
Phi Alpha Psi
Pfahler second floor kitty award
breakfast club at seven bike ride any
one? Outing Club Messiah Chorus.

Harriet V. Taylor

Chemistry
One of the forest... Pfahler 3 one of
the ten to break in three Beardwood
Chem prep lab assistant Outing Club
Tyman for Messiah Virginia yall and I reckon Ph.D. or
bust Tree.

Thomas P. Tempest

Chemistry
4 yrs Beardwood Chem society football
manager 3 yrs Mrs. O's boys possible
future in the Air Force 3 years with
Mrs. Miller 8th Ave Many
afternoons in Chem lab my thanks to
professors especially Dr. Staiger.
Donna Wolfe Teti
English
Alpha Sigma Nu
N.B.T. ... Trees are man's best friend! ... last of the five ... interminable but inevitable ... exile due to new roommate ... Skinny wheels II ... rites of the Great Pumpkin ... Does this ever come to an end? ... old bag ... you lose.

Howard S. Thorn
Biology
3 years with vociferous Jag ... from Maples to Omwake's only trip ... likes maps, airplanes, animals, blue lights and J.A.S. ... really, Vic? ... Hey, How, think how far we've come since freshman year ... one of the nicknames ... thinks organic and calculus are not so fine ... Hopeless Howie or the Mighty Thor.

Jane E. Tillotson
History
Head of the Clamer Clan ... Messiah ... But I think better in the morning ... hole in my tennis racket ... which comes first the lesson or the objectives ... PSEA ... Sandy, did you bring the pinocchio cards? ... What can we do besides study?

Jim W. Twentyman
Econ. and Bus. Ad.
Alpha Phi Epsilon Crash ... blush much? ... 140 9th Ave. gang ... mandatory sabbatical ... Late Show ... APE's proxy ... Sig Rho's V.P. ... Harry major ... T.V. minor ... Let's take a trip around the quad ... pots and pans man ... ski bum ... APE's football secret weapon ... last of an era ... the Porsche is dead—Homer.

Diane R. Valleau
French
Kappa Delta Kappa
944 with jacks and clams ... Curtain Club ... some fishnet ... third song's mine ... fabulous Paris summer ... And that crazy boat trip back! ... Joyce and Carol in Vermont ... stars and floating names ... Messiah ... criss-cross room with Katherine ... Please wake me for dinner ... Duryea 5 again.

Diana Elizabeth van Dam
Biology
Phi Alpha Psi
Who's Who ... WSGA proxy ... Non-phys. ed basketball dunker ... true blue Phi Psi ... a definite Dutchman ... the mustard gas organic fan ... sleeps through all alarms ... that perpetual smile ... European wanderer ... the many loves! ... a cup of tea with cream please ... dedicated biologist with a hope and a prayer! ... Most honorable Disputatious Denunciatory Diana—Dam.

Edward Alan Wadlinger
Physics
Two Meistersinger Tours ... Messiah ... Physics ... 8 A.M. coffee ... those early hours ... grad school ... where is the battle.

Karen Lynn Wanner
Chemistry
Pi Nu Epsilon
Music minor ... Den of Iniquity ... Messiah ... lives in a white coat ... 3rd floor nuthouse ... This is ridiculous! ... V.P. Meistersingers ... But I like Phys. Chem! ... Nimska Yoga ... party in Karen's room ... Beardwood Chem sec'y-treas. ... 4 years of band PVA plus B ... L.S.Z. ... chemical industry.

Donald William Wells
Econ. and Bus. Ad.
Independent ... you have to watch the screaming liberals ... Barry's boy ... Navy bound.

Kathryn J. Whelan
French
Radiant smile ... quiet ... piano and organ ... Messiah for 4 years ... future teacher of French and English ... Dickinson and Albright for certification ... travel ... swimming, skating, bowling, skiing, horseback riding, painting ... PSEA-NEA ... Meistersingers ... reading—Kathy.

McDonald L. Whitlock
Chemistry
Alpha Phi Omega
APO's recording sec ... Beardwood Chem. society ... one of 724's disorders ... Sigma Nu Theta ... Philadelphia airport in the snow ... Deub's music critic ... enjoyed P. Chem ... roomed with a knee-breaker ... How's your sister's bird? ... Shine's? ... Harry's a genius! ... pinned to one of the original Rimbly girls ... grad school ... Linda—Mack.

Peter Mervin Wills
Political Science
Zeta Chi
The King ... and the quarterback! ... Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4 ... captain 2, 3, 4 ... 3 years with Barbara Anne ... ZX's proxy ... ZX's sleep ... reason things get done ... would do anything for a friend—Merv.

Susan McLean Wilt
Mathematics
Bear ... 3 years as girl Friday for Dr. Wagner ... Outing Club ... don't forget the marshmallows ... Howdy y'all ... Paisley girl all the way ... Band-first glockenspiel! ... the we all do it Breakfast Club ... Math Club proxy ... Home, sweet home—Colorado, Alabama, Washington, D.C. ... How are breakfasts at Cornell ... and Miss Wilt.

Virginia Raymond Wolf
Psychology
Alpha Sigma Nu
OH, I'm so excited ... Penn State and Steve ... Europe in a VW bus ... treasurer again? oh, oh ... one of the Gluttons of Stauffer II ... Messiah 4 ... Jane, what will I do now? ... bounchead—Becky.

Rebecca Jane Yager
History
Alpha Sigma Nu
OH, I'm so excited ... Penn State and Steve ... Europe in a VW bus ... treasurer again? oh, oh ... one of the Gluttons of Stauffer II ... Messiah 4 ... Jane, what will I do now? ... bournhead—Becky.

Paul O. Young
History
Pi Gamma Mu
Pop's personnel manager ... day student country dweller ... outstanding in his field ... grad school—then the family business ... gets snowed in during finals ... rust-colored 48 Chevy ... Quaker Baker is a real groove ... pocket watches ... My flintlock exploded ... plays piano ... radio amateur ... a Young Republican.

Edward L. Zamarin
History
Sigma Rho Lambda
Brownback Anders posters ... apartment living at town court ... Sig Rho's Ex ... Likes it here ... post grad marching ... Shriners visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Adams
William B. Harris
Roy A. Adams
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Harshaw, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Dill Albright, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William Radcliffe Allen
Rev. and Mrs. John D. Helfrich, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Auchincloss
Frank C. Helwig
R. N. Baggs
Mr. and Mrs. Leon S. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. Bair, Sr.
Wayne F. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Baker
Hon. Edwin G. Holl
Paul S. Balas
A. Raymond Holland, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian F. Barnett
Mr. and Mrs. Merton H. Houk
Mr. and Mrs. John Bearoff
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Hovey, Jr.
Elwood L. Beidler
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Irey, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Irvine
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Betterly
Mr. and Mrs. J. William Johnson
Mrs. E. G. Biddison
Lehman E. Kapp
Mr. and Mrs. Vivan F. Barnett
E. J. Kauffman
Wayne F. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Helffrich, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. William Allen
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Boyd
Mr. and Mrs. William Irvine
John W. Burk
Mr. and Mrs. Leon S. Henry
W. J. Louv
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cavoti
Mr. and Mrs. Max Lichtenstein
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon S. Chase
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Kelly, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton K. Clemens
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Kreisinger
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Helffrich
Dr. and Mrs. Clunan
Mr. and Mrs. Harold O. Kron
Collegeville Yarn and Notion Shop
Louis W. Laba
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Constantino
Dr. and Mrs. Henry P. Laughlin
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Constantino
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Lucas
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest D. Lundell
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Feierman
Hubert E. Lynch
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Constantino
Mr. and Mrs. J. Raymond Holland, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Corvaia
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Libhart
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Edmiston
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Libhart
Mr. and Mrs. Art S. Clunan
Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh A. Mathisen
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Constantino
Mrs. Charles D. Mattern
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Corvaia
J. Franklin Meehan 3rd
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Gay
Rev. and Mrs. Robert L. Meier
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar T. Gibson
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Merrill
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Gosper
Mr. and Mrs. George Miller
Charles Q. Griffith, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Mills
LTC and Mrs. Robert M. Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs. James Mitsui
Elmer F. Hanf
Norman P. Mooers
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond M. Naylor
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Harbaugh
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Nixon
PATRONS

Fred G. Nurnberg
Omega Chi Sorority
Mr. Gilbert T. Owren
Mr. and Mrs. G. Sieber Pancost
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Parfet
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Potter
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Pumo
George and Lydia Quay
John M. Reid
Frank G. Rhody
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Richtmyre
Raymond Ritting
Mary Rodrigues
O. Rozett, M.D.
Mr. James Scancella
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Schaefer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schlippert
H. M. Schreiner, M.D.
Russell S. Shaw
H. L. Shuster
Rev. and Mrs. Roy C. Snyder
Wesley T. Sorenson
Fred H. Steckhahn
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Steward
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis C. Swope
Dr. and Mrs. En Shi Tai
Dr. and Mrs. William C. Tannebring, Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. Edouard H. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Thomas
Dr. and Mrs. Albert S. Thompson
Dr. and Mrs. Donald C. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Thorn
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Todt
Mr. and Mrs. Lester J. Toth
Towne Florist
Mr. and Mrs. Earl A. Trexler
William H. Twining III
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Valleeau
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Vaughan
Mr. Gerald O. Whited
Mr. and Mrs. McDonald Whitlock
Dr. and Mrs. R. Glen Wiggans, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Wilson
Col. Mark E. Wilt

URSINUS
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
CLASS OF '67

When you need information about the College or your classmates, get in touch with your “Committee of '67” representative—or drop a note to the Alumni Office, 620 Main Street, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 19426

Compliments of the

SPIRIT COMMITTEE

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
National Service Fraternity
Compliments of

**SCHRADER'S ATLANTIC STATION**
460 Main St.
Collegeville, Pa.

Compliments of

**THE OLD LANDMARK RESTAURANT**

Compliments of

**BURGER KING**
Self-Service Restaurants

CARL W. FERRIS
Trooper — King of Prussia — Plymouth

FELIX SPATOLA AND SONS
Fresh and Frosted Fruits and Vegetables

Distributors of
Pasco Vitality
Orange Juice & Frozen Seafood
440 N. 12th St.
Wa 2-5600

Compliments of

**PENN MOBIL**
Distributor
Collegeville, Pa.
489-2811
Fuel Oil, Gasoline and Related Products

Compliments of

**MUTTER'S PRETZELS**
Distributors of
L. G. Potato Chips and Tom Sturgis Pretzels
Boyertown, Pa.
377-2253

Life Fire Casualty Group

**COLLEGEVILLE INSURANCE ASSOCIATES**
320 Main Street
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 489-9195

VIRGIL P. TEMPLETON
General Agent, Philadelphia Life
Phone 825-1050 or 748-1050 Area Code 215

Union Hill Industrial Park, West Conshohocken, Pa. 19428

Compliments of
of
A R A
SERVICE
of
Montgomery County
Pottstown, Pa.

Compliments of

TERMINE

WHOLESALE FROZEN FOODS
Norristown, Pa.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1967
FROM

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF
URSINUS COLLEGE

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY

The Big Name in Small Tubing

Collegeville, Pa.

SYNTHANE CORPORATION

Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics

Oaks Pennsylvania
For Complete News Read . . .

THE TIMES HERALD
NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

MONTGOMERY COUNTY'S
GREAT HOME NEWSPAPER

Daily Paid Circulation Over 31,000

VENTURI, INC.
1430 South Street

Seitz Oil Company
Distributor of Citgo Products

Main St.
Shenandoah, Pa.

Official AAA and Keystone Service
MOBILGAS MOBILUBRICATION

WILL’S SERVICE STATION
Third Ave & Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.

F. Willis DeWane
Day 489-9956 Night 489-7873

Speck's
PIPIN' HOT SANDWICHES

Limerick
489-7185

Collegeville
489-2110

Compliments of

SMALE’S PRINTERY

LUTZ’S
5th and Main

COLLEGEVILLE LAUNDRY
Next to Hockey Field

SHIRTS A SPECIALTY
PROMPT SERVICE
Compliments of the Ursinus

Women's Student Government Association

Compliments of the Ursinus

Men's Student Government Association

Compliments of

THE CLASS OF 1969

Compliments of the

CLASS OF 1970
Since 1923 American Olean has been manufacturing ceramic tile for installation in the finest homes, schools, hospitals and commercial buildings throughout America.

Lansdale, Pa.
division of National Gypsum Co.
Compliments of

BECHTEL PRINTING HOUSE
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.

BORZILLO BAKERY, INC.
Forest and Jackson
Norristown, Pennsylvania

COLLEGEVILLE AUTO BODY SHOP
Ridge Pike—Collegeville, Pa.
489-2541

DON SABROUCH DICK STEHMAN

COLLEGEVILLE EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Farm and Industrial Equipment
Route 29, Collegeville, Pa.
Phone: 489-9376 & 489-9342

GORDON - DAVIS
Linen Supply Company
11th at Oxford Street

HATFIELD
COUNTRY STYLE PORK PRODUCTS
QUALITY LUNCH MEATS
U. S. Govt. Inspected
855-5151
Hatfield, Penna.

Compliments of

THE INDEPENDENT
Collegeville, Pa.

KEYSER AND MILLER FORD
Ridge Pike and Cross Keys Road
Collegeville, Penna.
D's PIZZARAMA
featuring
New England Style Pizza
Avoid Waiting
Call 489-4946

TAKE OUT SERVICE ONLY
Fresh Dough Daily Special Sauce
Two Kinds of Cheese

Compliments of
DeWane
Garage and Equipment Co.
Collegeville, Pa.

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL
Smorgasbord
Fri. & Sat. 5-9 Sunday & Holidays 12-8
Dinners — Lunches — Banquets
Private Dining Rooms
Samuel Chiccarine, Prop. Rt. 422 & 29
489-9511 Collegeville, Pa.

Compliments of
W. T. GRANT & CO.
Park-Ridge Center
Rt. 422 Trooper, Pa.

PERROTTO'S PIZZERIA
BEEF HOUSE
275-0936

ALMA'S
HAIRSTYLING
Main St., Collegeville, Pa.
Phone 489-2011
The Finest in Beauty Care

MILO'S COUNTRY HOUSE
Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge
AMERICAN & CONTINENTAL CUISINE
Banquet Facilities — Parking 495-7521
PROVIDENT NATIONAL BANK

MONTGOMERY COUNTY OFFICES

Collegeville: 364 Main St.
Ambler: 132 Butler Ave.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Member Federal Reserve System

JOHN C. TOWNSEND & SONS
Teas, Coffee and Spices, etc.
established 1882

SINCE 1860
OVER A CENTURY OF
QUALITY AND SERVICE

Hitschler and Bender Co.
Poultry — Butter — Eggs — Cheese
Margarine — Shortening
Knorr Swiss Soup Mixes

READING TERMINAL MARKET

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107 215—922-2421

Compliments of

J. C. PENNEY CO., INC.
Your Complete Line Department Store

King of Prussia Shopping Center
THOMAS L. LORD
Roofing, Heating and Air Conditioning

GERMANTOWN PIKE, R.D. 1
COLLGEVILLE, PA.

BROADWAY 2-7532 HUXLEY 9-7515

CAROLINE T. MOOREHEAD
CATERERS
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

---

PIERCE & REESE, INC.
MEATS — POULTRY — PROVISIONS
FROSTED FOODS

PENNSYLVANIA    DELAWARE
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY  MARYLAND

130-132 N. DELAWARE AVE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

---

PETER LUMBER COMPANY
RT. 422
LIMERICK, PA.
PHONE: 489-9301

---

Flowers Are Always Welcome

RISHER'S FLOWERS
WE GROW OUR OWN

3760 Germantown Pike
Collegeville, Pa.
489-4421

---

Flowers Are Always Welcome

RISHER'S FLOWERS
WE GROW OUR OWN

3760 Germantown Pike
Collegeville, Pa.
489-4421

---

Compliments of the

INTER-SORORITY COUNCIL
THE CLASS OF 1967